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Chapter One 
Statement of the Problem 
The basic theme of this thesis is that there is a place 
in the general education of all American youth for the study 
of speech. It is my earnest belief that a distinct need for 
speech training by the average American boy or girl has long 
been overlooked, seriously neglected, or completely ignored. 
It was with this thought in mind that I began an independent 
study to determine what the average high school was do i ng in 
speech training. The facts that were ascertained over a 
period of several months led me to believe that there was no 
standard practice or even general agreement as to what stand-
ard practice should be. The whole general picture in regard 
tp speech education for high school youth in the area was 
practically non-existent, and where it did exist at all, it 
was handled, with a very few exceptions, in an ineffective 
manner. 
·The need for speech education for all American youth 
has become more apparent with the passing years , but either 
through lack of recognition, lack of funds, or plain refusal 
to adjust the outmoded conventional curriculum, speech has 
failed to reach its proper place in the field of American 
secondary education. 
To give a proper balance to my positive statements re-
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garding the need for speech education, I should like to sup-
port my view with statements by two persons who are not teach-
ers of s peech. Raphael Demos, Alford Profess or of Philosophy 
at Harvard University, writing in 11The Journal of Education11 
states: 
11 There can be no doubt of the s i gnal importance of 
the art of communication in a free and democratic 
society. A totalitarian ruler can obtain consent 
by using threats; but a democracy must persuade, 
and persuasion is through speech, oral or other. 
Mr. Lowell defined democracy as government by public 
speaking and discussion. In a democracy, issues 
are aired, talked out of existence, or talked into 
solution. Failure of communication between govern-
ment agencies and the public means a breakdown in 
the democratic process. 11 y 
And again we find t his statement; 11Yet rhetoric as a 
formal school subject has been losing ground; it is studied 
less by pupils and thought about less by scholars." y 
Julian Elfenbein, Editorial Director of Haice Publishing 
Company in New York City, speaking of the machinery of 
modern communication makes a similar point: 
TIThe historians describe these marvelous scientific 
machines as markers in the march of civilization, 
and at the same time they report internecine wars, 
race riots, bloody pur ges, pogroms, depressions, 
panics, revolutions, religious wars, b ooms and 
busts, unemployment, starvation, confusion. These 
are the end results of our much advertised, much 
lauded 'communications' systems, so called .•••• 
The tools per se ·: will no more produce real 
communication than a magician's wand will produce 
a live rabbit. 
1. Demos, Raphael, ''The Art of Communicati on or Rhetoric, 11 
Journal of Education, 1947, 136-143. 
3 
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Communications, correctly defined, is commonality 
of understanding; the communal sharing of thoughts, 
ideas, techniques, and teaching; the reciprocal 
exchange of goods and services in the market places 
of a world commonwealth-exchange of ideas and know-
how in the market place of t he mind-mutual parti-
cipation. That is real co rmunication, - nothing 
else is ••••• 
How is this done? By a labor of clarification 
definition, and illumination and the use of common 
symbols. That is how to win the war for men's 
minds ••••• rr 1/ 
These statements support the basic idea that speech 
education should not be for just the talented or the defective 
it must be group education for all. 
Going on to examine the problem, we must realize that 
the teaching of speech is the teaching of a subject we know 
our students are going to use for a lifetime. I feel that 
there is no more gratifYing experience, nor one more clearly 
related to the ideal experience curriculum, than high school 
classwork in speech. 
This subject field is a very broad one. It involves 
many factors that seem unrelated to the actual course titles. 
For example, it teaches ethics, it cultivates and improves 
the student social activity, it develops ease, it increases 
the vocabulary, it aids the student in all fields by enabling 
him to improve articulations and general mechanics of speech. 
These are only a few of many facets of a s peech education 
program. 
1. ~M1n~~!n~2~:=-5~~~ 11 Communication Fail ure." Vital Speeches 
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As this whole problem began t o reveal itself, it became 
increasingly evident that to cover all phases of it would be 
impossible. Therefore, one channel had to be selected. To 
help determine this, letters of inquiry were sent to various 
school systems and individuals requesting their view or opin-
ions as to such a selection. 
As replies to my letter of inquiry came back, I began to 
ask myself, "What is the problem of general speech education? 
Why has so poor a job been done?" The answers to these 
questions cannot be fm.md quickly. In the replies t o my 
letter one note seem to be mentioned frequently; namely, 
"We are inter ested, but wi1ere can we get a sample of a good 
secondary speech program for an aver.:,_ge-sized school? 11 The 
excel lent but expensive and diversified plans such as Newton 
and Brookline Of erate would be no answer to the question. 
Seaxch as one will, basic plans are not to be found. I, 
therefore, decided that the most practical contribution I 
could make to the advancement of speech education in the 
secondary school vmuld require concentrating upon the organi za-
tion of a planned program for s peech education in a secondary 
school of average size. 
The material that follows will be an honest, sincere 
attempt to present the problems facing one who is try ing to 
establish a speech program; the preliminary planning and devel-
1 
opment; the overall program; a detailed outline of the courses I 
I 
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off'ered; and recommendations for future expansion. 
In establishing the aims and ideals of such a course, 
I have constantly reminded myself of two quotations which to 
me justifY any eff orts made toward a more adequate speech 
program for all American youth. 
"We speak a hundred times for every once we write ." 
George Herbert Palmer. 
"I can think of nothing that is more likely to add cubits 
to your stature than well-rounded training in public speaking, 
combined with plenty of practical experience." Lowell Thomas. 
Chapter Two 
Research and Methods 
The subject of speech education has long been of para-
mount interest to me, and I am convinced of its desirability 
as part of the course of study for every high school student. 
The project that is to be expounded in this thesis has 
been the result of considerable study before being placed 
on paper. Most of the material has been accumulated from 
such sources as (1) letters to communities with reputations 
for good speech-education courses (Brookline, Melrose, 
Nevvi:.on, Northampton, and Weston); (2)' talks and general dis-
cussions with students regarding their feelings toward s peec 
education) ; (3) talks with people from all walks of life con-
cerning their views on high school speech courses; and (4) 
articles, pamphlets, guides, texts, outlines, and general 
publications on the subject of speech training. 
The field unfortunately is not overcrowded with good 
practical material. After sorting carefully the best I 
could find, I reached the conclusion that by integrating my 
ideas with some of the better material, the purpose of this 
paper would be more fully served. The results of this pro-
cedure make up the body of this thesis. 
Nw next step was to investigate what has been done in 
speech education during the one-hundred-year history of 
6 
Winchester High School. After digging back into the rather 
old and musty records of years gone by, I consulted with our 
principal regarding the past twenty-five years. The net re-
sult was not unexpected. It can almost be summed up with a 
single word -- nothing. In all fairness, this statement 
should be qualified by noting that the English Department has 
assigned in the past few years one-fifth of the time to work 
in speech. However, by their own admission, the English 
teachers recognize that the assignment and the accomplishment 
of speech aims are not synomymous. So again one may say that 
Winchester High School has never had effective formal speech 
education. 
The method of presentation used in the following pages 
was developed because of its practical value. The admin-
istration at Winchester has in mind two courses in speech 
for future inclusion in the school curriculum: one a re-
quired course in basic speech for all Sophomores, and the 
other an elective for Juniors and Seniors. The two proposed 
courses are presented in the following general pattern. 
1. Basic 
A. 
B. 
Speech 
Master Outline of years course 
Unit outline 
1. Title 
2. Periods 
3. F'ormat 
4 . Aims 
5. Procedure 
6. Assignments 
7. General comments 
7 
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The preceding pattern is based on actual trial and error. 
It is designed to meet the s peech needs of beginners. The 
elective course, however, has not yet been put into operation; 
t heref ore it is not covered in comprehensive detail. The ten-
tative schedule is the result of conversations and conferences 
with f aculty, students, and administrators. The coverage of 
this course follovvs a more general pat tern intended to give the 
reader an outline of material tbat could be included in a sec-
ond-year course i n speech. The underlying theory is that this 
cours e should of fer a review, a survey of t he s peech field , som 
cla s sroom practice, and t he opportunity of pr actical ay::: plica-
tion. 
During the research on this problem, oniliy one fact of 
significance came to light, and that came from the now locally 
famous Fowl kes Survey report on t he schools of Winchester, 
which I quote as follows ~ 
"Speech. In general, t he s peech of Winchest er 
pupils i s good. The course of' s t udy might well 
provide an elective speech cours e, and all tea-
chers could give rnor e att ention to t he s peech 
habits of pupils i n rec i tati ons and discuss i ons. 11 y 
Si nce t h is r eport, the ne ed f or, as well as the develop-
ment of, speech has made it evident that all students sh ould 
have at least one year of formal speech work. At it conclusion 
t his paper hopes to present a comprehensive course in required 
speech as well as an elective one plus s ome r ecommendations for 
future expansion. 
1. Fowl kes, John G., rtThe Report of a Survey of t he Public 
Schools of Winchester-, Massachusetts~' 1944 , page 72. 
Chapter Three 
Community Selected -- \Afinchester 
The community selected for this project is Winchester, 
Massachusetts. 
Immediately residents of Greater Boston will protest, 
contending that Winchester is a. wealthy town and can naf'ford 11 
this so-called l~~ury of a speech course. I grant the first 
point as to per capita income, but the problems regarding 
school expenditures are not any different from those of other 
communities. 
I selected Winchester for two reasons: (1) I consider 
it nearly 11 avera.ge~', (2) I am at present working in the 
system, in charge of' the embryo speech work being undertaken 
there. 
Some statistics should be given so that a clearer picture 
of the connnunity may be had. 
Winchester lies eight miles from Boston and is situated 
in Middlesex County. It is an extremely low area with an 
altitude of' twenty-two feet. It has a tm~m government (rep-
resentative town meeting). The first settlement was in 1640, 
but it was not incorporated as a town until 1850, taking the 
name of Winchester from Colonel w. Winchester, a Watertown 
businessman, who left it a legacy :for municipal works. 
The population (1947 est.) is 15,420. This is spread 
over a land area 6.1 square miles, giving a dens i t y per 
9 
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square mile of 2, 527.9. 
The people of Winchester are 85. 84% native-born vVhites; 
12.78% foreign-born iNhites; and 1 .33% Negroes. This popula-
tion, however, is diversified with sizable settlements of 
Irish and Italian stock balancing against the English descend-
ant group. There is some social cleavage along r acial lines, 
but not of a serious natt~e. 
Winchester has two ponds, hills rising 320 feet above 
sea level, adequate bathing beaches, parks, and children's 
playgrounds. There are a seventy-two bed hospital and an 
excellent library with 44, 797 volumes, plus extremely g ood 
periodical coverage. 
There are eight public schools with approximately 109 
teaching personnel. The enrollment is 2505. One grade eight 
parochial school has thirteen teachers and 391 children. The 
only other school in to¥m is a private Catholic school -
Marycliffe Academy for girls. 
Winchester is chiefly a residential city with many fine 
residences. It does have sever al large manufacturing estab-
lishments in fields such as crushed stone, dial hands, gelatine 
japanning, metal spinning, upper leather, and wool felt. It 
has an active retail center. Many times one hears Winchester 
referred to as "A typical New England Town. 11 This is probably 
not quite correct, but with its good schools, fine churches, 
tidy homes, well-shaded streets, pleasant aura of comfort and 
10 
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definite tinge of cautious conservatism, Winchester may well 
merit the appellation. 
11 
Chapter Four 
Proposal of Speech Course -- Questionnaire and Tabulation 
In the fall of 1948 several conferences were held with 
both the principal and the superintendent regarding the 
possibility of establishing some sort of speech program. 
After various ideas were discussed, it was decided to prepare 
an inquiry sheet to be filled out by all students in the four 
grades of Winchester High School. 
This task was delegated to me, a.nd after several weeks 
of careful preparation in conjunction with the English depart-
ment and the administration, a questionnaire was prepared for 
the students. 
This questionnaire was distributed through the English 
classes and returned for tabulation. 
The results were most gratifYing from the interest point 
of view. They conclusively proved what I had believed to be 
true, that there was a definite desire for some sort of 
speech education. The returns gave satisfactory proof to the 
administration, and as a result permission was granted to 
begin two "pilotn, or experimental, divisions for the balance 
of the year, late February to June. 
This introductory course proved to be of great value to 
the future plans for speech training at Winchester High School 
In order to give a clearer picture to the reader, a copy 
12 
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ot· both the questionnaire and the breakdown of the tabul&.tion 
are included i n this thesis ; these are noted as Figure #1 
Questionnaire and Figure ff2 Tabulation of Speech Inquiry. 
A few significant facts should be pointed out in con-
nection with both of these figures. First, Figure # 1 i s a 
r ather compr ehensive questionnaire designed to check general 
points of interest to the administration and to the English 
Department. We tried to keep it pointed and simple i n makeup, 
in order to sectu•e a more accurate picture of the situation 
in Winchester High School. This ques tioP..naire was l at er shmvn 
to several people, thos e interested in speech and otherwise. 
In 1~actically every instance it was received very f avorably. 
Figure #2 gives us a very positive view of student reac-
tion to the proposal of speech educa.tion in Winchester. 
The inquiry reached at least 75% of every class so that 
the sampling has a definite degree of validity. 
The facts that stand out as impressive are as follows: 
1. 81.8% indicated that t hey consider speech 
desirable. · 
2. 89.9% of the Senior class stressed a desire to 
have a speech education. This fact is important 
because this group were finishing their high 
school career and were looking b ack over their 
curriculum. 
3. 228 students indicated an immediate desire to 
take a course (pilot) in speech. 
13 
4. 350 thought t wo periods a week f'or a year vras 
the best setup f'or speech classes.-
5 . A substantial number o:::· students evinced a 
decided interest in every phase of' speech train-
ing covered on the questionnaire. 
Other f'a.cts can readily be dra\m from this tabulation, 
and each additional f'act adds weight to the statement that 
speech education should become an integral part of the Win-
chester High School curriculum. 
14 
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Chapter Five 
Basic Speech Course Required for all Sophomores 
The unit that follows is the result of careful prepara-
tion and experimentation. 
Long before any course was actually taught, tentative 
plans were discussed with members of the English department, 
the Head of the English Department, the Principal of the High 
School, and the Superintendent of Schools. Plans were then 
reworked and the foundation was laid for the two 11 pilot" 
divisions previously mentioned. These two divisions offered 
valuable proving grounds for our material. The results were 
studied vdth care and the following September our plans were 
coordinated into our present Basic Speech, or Speech 1. It 
should be stated that what follows is not necessarily the 
ultimate criteria for beginning speech work, but it is 
definitely serviceable and fits the aims, as well as the time 
available. Finally, it shov.ld be constantly kept in mind 
that speech work is not a sta.tic subject and that additions 
or subtractions should b e made as they seem warr anted. The 
subject is vitally alive, and it should be frequently eval-
uated to see that it remains alive. 
15 
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Unit I 
Unit II 
Unit III 
Unit IV 
Unit V 
Basic Speech 
General Introduction to Speech 
A. Test on Speech Personality 
Physiology of Speech 
First Recording of Voice 
A. Playback and criticism 
Pantomime 
Voice 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Respiration 
Phonation 
Resonation 
Articulation 
Unit VI Techniques of Delivery 
A. Poise 
1. Nervousness 
2 . Stage fr i ght 
B. Posture 
c. Gestures 
D. ~.1overnent 
Unit VII Impromptu Speaking 
Unit VIII Second Voice Recording 
Unit IX 
Unit X 
Unit XI 
A. Playback and criticism 
Common 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Group 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
Spe ech Situations 
Conversation 
Entertainment 
Inf ormation 
Persuasion 
Conviction 
Speech Activities 
Round Table 
Open Forum 
Panel 
Symposium 
Final Recording 
A. Playback and criticism 
~- ---==========================~~==========9F======I 
I 
Unit XI I Oral Examina.tion 
A. Analysi s 
B. Summary of Accomplishment 
C. Recmili~endations 
Uni t I 
Title : General Introduction to Speech 
Periods: 3 
Format: Lecture 
Aims: 1. 
2 . 
To acquaint the student with the over-all pattern 
of speech. 
To inform the student of t he importance of speech I 
in everyday living. 
3. To f ocus t he student's attention on his own 
s peech ~oblems and problems of others. 
4 . To give the student a comprehensive i dea of the 
material to be covered in Basic Speech Course. 
Procedure: This unit is to be organized a s two lecture 
periods covering the points mentioned above. Notebooks are 
furnished each member of the class, and from time to time 
information will be dictated to be recorded in these note-
books. Material for these lectt~e s is gleaned from sever al 
sources and delivered as a s peech exercise as well. Critical 
evaluation is to be made by the class through a discussion 
period. The third day is to be devoted to taking a test. 
Personal - Social Adjustment Test by Laurence W. Miller and 
Elwood Murray. This i s an adjustment test with special ref-
17 
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erence to speech situations. The results o~ this test have 
correlated extremely well with personal opinion of students 
by ~aculty. This validity h_as convinced me of its value in 
obtaining a pro~ile of each student in the speech classes. 
Class Assignment: None 
Unit II 
Title: Physiology of Speech 
Periods: 3 
Format: Lecture, discussion and use of chart (~igure . 3) 
Aims: 1. To acquaint students with the basic mechanics 
o~ s peech. 
2. To familiarize students with the terminology of 
s peech mechanics. 
Procedure: I firmly believe each student should have a 
rudimentary knowledge of the mechanism we use in speech. 
Therefore, with the use of a simple outline chart these 
basic facts are brought to their attention. This chart is 
found as Figure 3. Special attention should b e placed on: 
1. Breathing and its relation to speaking 
2. Pharynx 
3. Larynx 
4. Nasal cavity 
5 . Teeth, tongue and lips 
6. Diaphragm 
Each of the above list should be care~ully identi~ied 
as to location and use. Various exercises can be utilized 
to show the student how practice will aid voice refinement. 
Sample exercises can be found in the following books: 
1. Seely and Racket, Experiences in Speaking, Scott 
Foresman and Company, 1940 Chapter VII. 
2. Craig, The Speech Arts, The Macmillan Company, 1949 
Chapter III. 
3. Anderson, Training the Speaking Voice, Oxford Univ-
ersity Press, 1942, Part I. 
4. Borchers, Living Speech, Harcourt, Brace and Co., 
1939, Chapter III. 
Some of these exercises can and should be used as group 
and individual assignments. 
Assignment: Read material listed as #1 and #4 above. Pre-
pare 1~ minute speech on one phase of this topic. 
General Comment: The speech assignment will be given on 
the last day and each student ~Qll receive a comment written 
on special form (figure #6) by at least one student. This 
will supplement instructor criticism. Major points for em-
phasis should be factors discussed in this unit. 
Unit III 
Title: First Recording of Voice 
a. Playback and critic ism 
Periods: 3 
Format: Time schedule for each pupil, R ecordio, microphone, 
and 6 11 paper base plastic coated records for cutting. 
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Aims: , 1. To record voices of students before elements of 
speech education are discussed . 
2. To have basic recording for future compc:rison. 
3. To point out some of the major errors of speech 
the individual may possess. 
4 . To introduce the student to the value of critica l 
listening from both the mechanical and material 
viewpoint. 
Procedure: This unit must be carefull y planned from a 
time element. A schedule should be arranged in advance, 
read to the classes and then posted. This procedure will 
eliminate one of the pitfalls of speech classes, that of 
consuming more time than planned. Recordings should include 
the following: 
1. Having the machine set up , checked and r ea.dy 
for operation before the class beg:Lns. 
2. Previously determining the order of each stu-
dent1s recording. 
3. Taking the voice l evel of each student before 
cutting the disc. 
4 . Having each student fill in pertinent informa-
tion on his own disc. 
5. Completing all recordings before playing b ack 
any records. 
Pl ayb ack procedure: 
1. Using same order as recording , playback all or 
part, depending upon factors contained in 
record, of each student's record. 
2. Using check list to note speech errors. Check 
list should be done in duplicate reta ining one 
copy for files and giving one to student . (See 
figvre #6) 
3. Conducting a strictly 
of student ' s err ors. 
this strictly in hand 
elements. 
limited class discussion 
It is important to keep 
from time and content 
Assignment: Prepare two units for recording: 
1. 1-~ minutes original s peech, subject of 
your ovm choosing . 
2. 1-~- minutes o:f reading material, prose 
or poetry , from any sources desired. 
General Comment : This unit is very val uable because it 
brings to each student a conscious awareness o:f his major 
short-comings in speech. It also provides the first opport-
unity :for critical listening and class discussion. Finally , 
it gives a permanent record of the initial s peech efforts of 
each student. 
Unit IV 
Title: Pantomime 
Periods: 3 
Format: 1. Lecture 2 . Class discussion 
Aims: 1. To develop some degree o:f ease and :freedom to 
both mind and body. 
2. To stimulate the student to exercise his imagina-
tion. 
3 . To use as a step toward the true speech situa-
tion. 
4. To acquaint the student with the idea that 
speech is a complete bodily activity . 
Procedure : Give some background to class reg&rding the art 
of pantomime through history, such as 
21 
1. Greek and Roman myths ~Qth masked actors. 
2. Italian char acters of Harlequin and Columb ine. 
3. French 17th century allegorical spectacles. 
4 . English types of folklore and popul ar t ales. 
Today pantomime includes life studies and silent relat-
of stories. 1/ 
Stress this form of expression as an art that increases 
powers of observation and develops a sense of relaxation so 
valuable to any student of s peech. 
Have some advanced students perform simple pantomimes 
to illustrate, before assigning units to the class. 
The suggested directions from "The Speech Arts 11 by 
Craig , Chapter 11, are excellent guideposts for teaching 
this unit. 
Assignment: Each student should give two pantomimes. 
One should be simple, such as occupation, common activity, 
description, etc. The other should be somewhat more detailed 
to encourage full exercise of the body and mind, such as a 
literary, historical or dramatic incident. 
General Comment: Each student should be encouraged to for-
get his inhibitions, to relax and project his personality intc 
these projects. The class should be carefully coached to 
observe, so that critical comments can be offered when the 
over-all discussion is made on this unit. 
1. Craig, A.E., The Speech Arts, The Macmillan Co., 1949 
pp . 148-149. 
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Tv;o extremely helpful references on this unit are: 
1. Craig, E.E., The Speech Arts, The Macmillan Company , 
1949, Chapter II. 
2. Borchers G.L., Living Speech, Harcourt, Brace and 
Company, 1939, Chapter 2. 
Unit V 
Title: Voice 
Periods: 10 
Format: 1. Seashore 
2. Lecture 
3 . Notes 
Test 4 . Class discussion 
.5. Assigned reading 
6. Class exercises on each 
phas e. 
Aims: 1. To utilize a standro~d test for certain voice 
factors. 
2. To acquaint students with basic weakness in the 
use of the voice. 
3 . To have students recognize desirable voice habits, 
and to offer methods whereby they may develop or 
improve them. 
Procedure : This unit should begin vlith the Seashore Test 
for Musical Aptitude . This is basically a musical test, but 
it has several factors relating to s peech that are particular 
ly valuable when analyzing the individual . The students enjo 
t aking this test and I believe it to be worthwhile. I have 
noted a few of the uses to which it may be put: 
1. To judge ear acuity for speech. 
2. To enable student to realize shortcomings , in 
recognizing time as a speech element. 
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3. To find pitch weaknesses. 
4. To acquaint student with timbre. 
5. To determine basic rhyt~~ patterns. 
6. To bring to the student's attention shortcomings 
in speech mechanics. 
After this test has been t aken and analyzed, the· follow-
in.g phases of voice are taken up individually: 
1. Respiration 3 . Resonation 
2. Phonation 4. Articulation 
First, each should be defined as definitely as possible. 
Second, the reasons for each being considered should be made 
plain. Third, suggested exercises for improvement should be 
recommended. 
Care must be exercised in this unit to be sure tha.t the 
materia.l does not become t oo technical. The danger of be-
coming involved with the physics of speech is ever present 
and could readily destroy the value of this unit. After 
considerable reading in this phase it seemed vdse to confine 
this unit tu the fo1...1.r rather broad headings mentioned ab ove. 
In a struggle to determine sa.t isfactory definitions I tried 
several on my classes and by the process of elimination 
cLecided to us e Seely and Hackett , Experiences i n Speakin2', 
Scott, Foresman and Company , 1940, page 147. 
1. Respiration initiates the entire process and controls 
it at the outset. 
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2. Phonation makes noise out of a passing stream of air. 
4. 
Resonation enlarges and enriches (gives quality to) the 
sound waves which are sent up by the organs of respiration 
and phonation. 
Articulation forms the enlarged and enriched noise into 
recognizable letter sounds and connects those letter 
sounds as words. 
The section on respiration should be illustrated by 
actual diaphragmatic breathing exercises so that each student 
understands vvhat it means. Care should be taken that they 
understand the "happy medium", that area between too deep 
breathing (respiration 5 to 8 per minute) and too shallow 
breathing (respiration 18 to 20 per minute). Impress on each 
student the need for abdomenal breathing, not only for speech 
·out for general health as well. 
Assignment: Read in Exneriences in Speaking, pp. 148-154. 
Practice exercises and be prepared to ill ustrate to the class 
a t least t wo methods of improving respiration. 
Phonetion is, fir st, a more detailed consider &.tion of 
the material covered in Unit II. However , it proceeds from 
there to the discovery of several important factors. vne is 
the determination of pitch. The use of the piano in this 
respect will enable the student to find his average pitch 
level. Each student should find his normal pitch and then 
should determine whether it is too high or too low, and im-
mediate steps taken to correct it, if necessary. Fitch i s 
vitally important because it is through its use that we are 
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able to convey find shades of meaning . Stress a l s o t he poi nt 
that pitch is eas ily affected by fear and nervousness , comm.on 
elements in s peech courses. Last, but most important, em-
phasize that .911§. pitch alone leads to a weak factor in speech, 
a monotonous voice. 
Assignment: Read in Experiences in Speak~ ng pp. 154-168. 
Practice exerc i ses given on these pages and be prepared to 
illustrate and expl a.in at least t wo to the class . 
Resonation includes the t vvo most frequently mentioned 
qualities of voice product ion, volume and quality. Both of 
these f actors, if used correctly, greatly enhance thP. voice. 
The old adage, "It' s not what we say but how we say it'', p8r-
ticularly stresses resonation. Basically, when we refer to 
volume, we are saying how loud or intense is the voice we 
hear. Volume is a vital factor in communication, but care 
must be exercised in distinguishing between a bellow and a 
clear forceful voice that is related to the area in vvhich it 
is being used. Quality is the element that we usually associ-
ate with any given voice, the sound that predominates in our 
consciousness. This is the f actor we are thinking of when we 
say "I like lt or 11 I dislike his voice." Both o:f these items 
can be developed and controlled by careful pr actice. In this 
uhase o:f our unit on voice we must first make sure that the 
.. 
student knows the areas to which V•Te refer. These are prim-
arily the mouth , nasal, and pharyn_geal cavities. Each of 
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these can be discussed by reference to material in Unit II. 
The following chart lists some of the more common voice de-
fects, their description, possible cause and suggestion for 
improvement. It is also wise to remind students as they 
examine this chart that there is a close relationship between 
good health and good speech. 
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Assignment: Read in Exper iences i n Spe?.king, pp. 168-178. 
Be prepared to read all or part of The Bells by Edgar Allan 
Poe. 
Articulation is simply t he putting of sounds into words. 
This is the proof positive that man has attained a higher 
degree of intelligence than any ot her living thing because 
only he has this power, intelligent word usage. T'ne articu-
lator y units ar e three: t he tongue, teeth, and lips. The 
student must be made to see that alt hough in general ~~re all 
possess the same equipment there is a vast difference on how 
we employ it. This phase of voice ·work can be summed up by 
s aying that the chief cause of poor articulation is mental 
laziness. Of course it is r ecognized that peo:r:Jle with poor 
hearing, faulty equipment, ( e . g . harelip, cleft palate) Those 
who are mente.lly defici ent must be regarded separately. How-
ever, in the main, the bulk of poor articulation stems from 
lazy speech habits. Ask the students to listen and learn. 
This unit of work must not be confined to these few weeks 
only; it mus t be constantly a part of s peech work. 
Assignment: Read in Experiences in Spea~jng pp . 178-185. 
Practice the various exer cises suggested. Prepare some o~ 
these for classroom use. 
General Comment: This is a most important unit and far more 
time than assigned could be devoted to it. However, i f the 
essentials conta ined herein are covered, the student will have 
=--=-====- . -== 
a relatively clear idea of voice and how to use it. Also in 
connection with this unit, albums of records of various types 
of voices are played to the class and afterwards discussed. 
Here again content as -1/lrell as voice qualities are stressed, 
and in this fashion we hope to tie together with subtlety 
the two important aspects of speech: spes.king and listening. 
Unit VI 
Title: Techniques of delivery 
Periods: 12 
Format: 1. Lecture 4. Motion pictures 
2. Notes 5. Assignments 
3. Classroom illustrations 
Aims: 1. To give the student basic information on 
delivery. 
2. To try to eliminate 11 stage fright. 11 
3. To encourage the student to develop over-all 
poise. 
4. To furnish the tools for successful speech in 
both the formal or informal situation. 
Procedure: Techniques to be covered: 
1. Poise 
a. Nervousness 
b. Stage fright 
2. Posture 
3. Gesture 
4. Movement 
5. Outline 
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It becomes immediately apparent that there are many more 
factors when one is considering the prob lem of delivery. How- l 
ever, this thesis is designed f or practical use with a liinit-
ed time imposed by a rigid curriculum; therefore, only the 
basically essential iPSormation is used. The firs t , and 
probably most important from any aspect of s peech, is the 
development of self confidence or poise. This item in 
speech education is of prime concern to al l teachers, and is 
developed with varying degrees of success. It is our hope 
that thi s limited approach to delivery will have the effect 
of fostering the advancement of this vital item so essential 
in all phases of living today. Poise can be expressed by a 
more co~~on word and perhaps more readily grasped by students ; 
that is, ~· As one approaches work on this unit, he recog-
nizes t hat some students have a great deal of ease, others 
lit tle or none, and yet i n almost every case some i mprovement 
c an be made. 
The many divergent i deas on just how to c ontrol nervous-
ness and stage fright make it r s.ther confusing to know how 
to go ab out it. Hov.rever, by process of experimentation in 
the classroom situation I have evolved a plan, which ·while 
not fool-proof, helps I believe, the maj ority of students 
b eginning speech training. I like to call it 11Ten Steps to 
Freedom." It is not the quickest or most sensational method, 
but it has been modestly successful and, therefa- e, i s in-
---=-=-=··-=-=11=-=--=-~ --·==== 
corpor ated as part of t h i s unit. It combine s all the f a ctors 
mentioned under the outline of t echnique s to be covered . 
1 . Creat e an i nfor mal, f ri endly attitude in t he s peech 
classroom. To do t h is is not a s s imple as i t sounds , as many 
student s approach speech vdth f ear and t r embling , di s like, 
or with a completely negative at t itude. The instructor 
pers onality must project t o the students in a warm, friendly 
manner . Humor must be stress ed t o help develop the r elaxation 
so necessary to the s peech situat i on. 
2. Call on the class frequently for answers to various 
questions, but at f irst sel ect only volunteers. In the 
beginning allow seat recitation; then after the tension has 
been lessened ask students to stand by t heir desks. At this 
stage begin to call occasionally on the timid ones. Soon 
the class as a whole begins to respond; then request longer, 
more formal answers to be delivered f rom the front of the 
room. 
3. As the students enter this stage, begin to call 
their attention to the way they rise, how they come forward 
and the way they stand. Ask the class what impression they 
would get if the speaker were a stranger. From time t.o time 
have the speakers criticized by other members of the class. 
Ask the speaker to repeat his remaxks with corrections given 
in the criticism. This phase must be handled carefully so 
that impressions are softly but f irmly placed in each student' 
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mind. The results obtained this way have been excellent, 21-
though the instructor must at times have the patience of Job. 
4. During the period covered by the preceding steps 
give each day a series of short talks on the vaTious phases 
.of s peech delivery and personality. These include: 
1. The Speaker Himself - to develop a healthy 
mental attitude. 
2. Personal Mannerisms - those to cultivate, those 
to avoid. 
3. The "Crutch 11 word Habit - the use of "well", 
"er", 11uh 11 , "and'', etc. 
4. Nervousness and the Voice - what happens when 
one "tightens", its effect on him and his life. 
5. Being one one's Feet! - the advantage of grace 
in one's physical appeaxance, posture in gener-
al, how to sit, how to stand. 
6. The Wonder of Words - value of vocabulary in 
reaching desired goals. 
7. I ·See Vlhat you Mean - how gestures can be help-
f ul if used correctly. Hand, arms, shoulders. 
8. N.P. - Not Prepared - the value of preparation, 
source material, simple rules of study, pre}'.-
aration vs. nervousness, the value of an out-
line. 
These are examples of how students are indoctrinated or 
saturated vdth speech without too formal an approach. Each 
capsule talk by the instructor is analyzed by the students 
as to its value as a speech, its material, its delivery and 
its instruction. Thus we ha.ve helped each student toward 
attaining poise. 
At this point shoiN a series of three s peech films 
developed by Young .tunerica Films , Inc. These c.tre excellent, 
for classroom use, running about 10 to 12 minutes each. They 
cover v arious phases of s peech, such as stage fright, plat-
form cG>nduct, movement and gesture. These films are follovved 
by a discussion of what has been seen and heard. 
6. Now bring records into use and let t h e students hear 
professional radio, dramatic and s peech programs. Then pl ay 
records of former s peech students to show the progre ss made 
by students whom they know. 
7. Cover thoroughly as a unit of work the s peech out-
line s.nd its use. This includes the topic outline, use of 
tr.Lree-by-five f' ile c e:,rds, vvr i ting out of quotations, the 
point of briefness and t he idea. of depending as little as 
possible on an outline in s peech delivery . 
8. Give the following base assigrJinents: 
a . One-minute speech on any of the subjects 
covered by the instructor's short t alks. ~·T o 
outline . 
b. Two-minute s peech on nNervousness and I." No 
outline. 
9. Assign a speech of criticism on a fellow classmate's 
base assignment. Reference notes only. 
10. Finally assign a s peech of th.ree to four minutes on 
subject of the student's own choosing, stressing poise, pos-
ture , gesture, and movement. A formal outline copy should be 
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handed to instructor before speech is given. At the conclu-
sion of speech the student should give a 30-second self-eval-
uation of his ovm speech and then ask for (30 seconds) com-
ments on his work from the audience. 
Assigp.ment: Listed above in points 8, 9 , and 10. 
General Coil1ment: This unit is most interesting and, conducted 
carefully, will bring some gratifying results. Several device 
use used here; 
1. Each seat is numbered and a member of the class 
draws a number from the instructor's c2.rds. The number 
dravm is first for the given assignment, and the others fol-
low in sequence. This is popular and relaxing for the class. 
2. A common cash bell is passed from student to student 
while someone is speaking. A ring on this bell stops the 
speaker, and the holder of the bell must make the correction 
indicated ·when the bell was rung. This is an excellent de-
vice used frequently in s peech classes. 
3. Comment sheets are VI,Titten on each speaker by at 
least one student and the instructor. 
4. Tape recordings are made on all or parts of each 
speech, particularly valuable device for future playback 
and criticism. 
Unit VII 
Title: Impromptu Speaking 
Periods: 4 
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Format: 1. Definition 2. Method 
Aims: l. To develop confidence to s peak on short notice. 
2. To recognize the medium and remove fear element. 
3. To give mental agility. 
Procedure: A cc:,reful explana.tion of the meaning of impromptu. 
speaking will help to remove the element of fear that attends 
this unit. The student should be made to realize that im-
promptu does not mean speaking without knowledge of the sub-
ject. The point that these talks e~e really the basis of 
living experiences should serve as a ,guidepost . The ability 
to choose eff ective words impromptu cannot be over-emphasized, 
and helpful illustrations of its value should be interspersed 
in the instructor's introduction. Before an assignment is 
made, try tossing topics at members of _the class; g ive them 
two or three minutes to think; then let them adc~ess the 
class . Such a procedure is an excellent starting point and 
has a somewhat relaxing effect upon the class as a whole. 
Keep conste.ntly in mind that this type of training is 
both important and fascinating to the average student. A 
good unit on this subject is an excellent so1.:1rce of develop-
ment for mental agility. A final poi nt that should be em-
phasized is the fact that a good impromptu s peaker is, in 
most cases , a good prepared speaker as well. 
Tvvo brief references might help in planning this unit. 
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Craig, A. E., The Speech Arts, Chapter 15. 
Thonssen and Gilkinson, "Rasic Training in Speech, pp . 356-357 . 
Assignment: A set of ce~ds listing many different topics is 
prepared. The subjects should be fairly general and rela-
tively familiar . 
These are placed face down on the teacher's desk. Stu-
dents are called on to select two cards. One is chosen and 
one discarded. Three minutes only is allowed for :preparation 
before the talk. 
Following his s peech, a student is selected at r e.ndom to 
give an impromptu criticism of the talk. This gives each 
student at least t wo opportunities for impromptu work. 
General Comment: This is an excellent unit for f un a.nd re-
laxation, yet utilizing a fine medit~ of speech. Caution 
should be exercised in order to get the most out of it. It 
should also be noted that impromptu s peeches need not be con-
fined to this unit, but may be used occasionally t hr oughout 
the year's work. 
Unit VIII 
Title: Second Voice Recording 
Periods 3 
Format : Same as Unit III 
Aims: 1. To compare vd th recording #1. 
2. To evaluate critically from units of s-c·eech studied 
sine e first r ecording. 
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3 . To point out area s of i m:p:r ovem.ent 2.nd areas for con- j 
tinued work. 
4 . To continue attempt to make students listen f'rom both 
mechanical and material viewpoint. 
Procedure: Same as Unit III 
Assignment: Prepare l~ to 2 minute speech on original topic. 
Rehearse ca~efully for r ecording. 
General Comment: The s ame i dea s s.re embodied here as in Unit 
III, but on a more advanced level because of units covered 
since the first recording. The same check list is used (fig-
ure -#6 ) , but in greater detail . The comparison of these t wo 
recordings is b oth interesting and popular for students a.nd 
tea.chers alike. 
Unit IX 
Title: Common Speech Situations 
Periods 15 
Format: 1. Analysis of key points in each. 
Aims: 
2 . Notes. 
3. Assignment of speech for each type. 
1. To offer practical experience in the common med-
iums of speech. 
To acquaint the student vvi th the 
of consideration in each type. 
important points ! 
I 
3. To train the student to evaluate not only how 
he hears but ·wh at he hears. 
Procedure: The following types of speech situations are to 
be covered in this unit. 
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1. General conversation 
2 . Relating personal experience 
3. Providing entertainment 
4. Giving information 
5. Seeking persuasj_on 
6 . Seeking conviction 
Ez-wh of these will be t aken up separately in this thesis. 
The s ame b a.sic proced1..:1re would be used for each in the class-
room. 
1. 15-minute talk on the specific situation. 
2. Notes on the important points. 
3. Class discussion. 
4. Each student prepares a three minute speech on the 
topic . These axe to be t ape recorded. 
5. Playback and criticism. 
Conversation is not actually a unit in itself; it under-
lies all mediums of speech, but it should be discussed s en-
arately in order that this point be made clear. The purpose 
of conversation is to give or receive ideas and experiences, 
and afterwards to claxify and expand them. Many people today 
refer to conversation as lost ert , but this is not true, as 
everyday listening will soon convince one. However , certain 
factors should be stressed throughout the speech work that 
will help to i mprove the conversational art . 
Stress the following: 
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1. Fundamentals of voice, gesture, posture, movement, 
etc. , are vi ta.l. 
2 . Vocabul:.:try and diction enhance conversation. 
3 . Reading, studying, and observing increase one's 
knowledge in all fields. They ar e essential to be-
coming an effective conversationalist . 
4. A good listener does not try to "hog11 any conversa-
tion. 
5. One should examine carefully vvhat he has to say be-
fore saying it. If it :i.s not worthwhile it should 
be disc e..rded. 
6. One should develop an even temper. Losing one's 
temper turns conversation into a senseless argument. 
7. Attending varied public functions such as c oncerts, 
lectures, plays, exhib itions and discus s ions is use-
ful. 
~. One should become a critical listener to radio and 
a listener and viewer of television. 
9 . One must t alk; he cannot hope to improve if he is a 
"social mulD111y ~ 11 
Assignment: Develop the conversational situation i n the 
classroom. Each student should choose, introduce, and lead 
a conversation for five minutes . 
An exercise to include - (1) Use of the telephone ( 2 ) 
making introductions (3) giving directions (4) engag ing in 
table talk. 
Personal exuerience. is the subject of a very common 
s peech situation. This medium is used in some f ashion by 
practically everyone everyday. Of course it becomes immed-
iately evident that this is also convers c=•t i on wit h much the 
same rules applying. However the following suggestions 
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should be followed by the students : 
l. Use a normal conversational tone. 
2 . Make your contributions interesting by color and 
shading. 
3 . Speak with conviction. 
4 . Use an attention-gett ing opening sentence. 
5. Form a definite sequence of presentation. 
Assignment: A 3 or 4- minute speech dealing with a pers onal 
exper ience. The s peech shall be carefully organized and 
given without notes. An outline shall be submitted . 
Enterta inment is one of the most popular f orms of speech, 
but caution must be ob served b ecause, although it appec;..rs 
ea sy , it can be most difficult. A speech of this natur e 
has only QDg purpose--to give enjoyment of some kind . It fre-
quently is void of ideas and possesses little l a.sting value. 
Success in this type can obviously be turned into profit in 
the field of entertainment. One must remember, however, that 
everyone is not capable of delivering this type of s peech; 
therefore , if humor is not one's forte , he should avoid it . 
However , everyone .should a cqua int him.self iNi th this type of 
s peech . These points should be made : 
1. Keep it light . 
2 . Try to stsrt vli th an attention-getter. 
3 . Don 't drag humor in by the heels . 
4 . Don 't explain the point - a pr actice painful to any 
audience. 
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5. Avo id stale stories. 
6 . Keep it in good t aste . 
Assignment : 1 to 2-minute story to entertain. A carefully 
cho sen story developed in accordance "IJVi t h points lis ted ab ove 
and g iven without notes. 
Giving i nforma.tion is another common spe ech situation , 
and is frequently badly handled by high school students. In 
the speech of information certain rigid ideas must be c on-
sidered. These should b e dictated and drununed home to each 
class. 
1. Keep the speech impersonal. 
2. Select material with care. 
3. Don't include too much; such practice only leads to 
confusion. 
4. Be clear at all times. 
5 . Use mental pictures, actual pictures, diagrams, 
illustrative material, etc. 
6. Keep your material in language your audience can 
easily understand. 
Assignment: Develop an information speech on a subject that 
the clas s would not b e too familiar with. Befor e delivery 
turn in a carefully prepared outline and a list of so1..1rce 
material. A duplicate outline may e.nd probably should be used 
while s peaking. 
Persuasion can be most eff ective a weapon in the hands 
of the user. We all use it, but are not too f amiliar with j 
its organization. This medium is sometimes called action-Dur-1 
- I 
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pose s peech, a name which accurately explains its use. Auth-
orities in the field of speech seem to be in agree~ent as to 
the four basic ideas to develop any unit of persuasion. 
1. Establishing direct contact with the listener. 
2 . Careful conveyance of ideas one by one so that each 
makes its impression. 
3. Creating in the listener the desire to act. 
4 . Gently but firmly forcing an early decision. 
This speech situation is the guiding force behind sell-
ing, politics, drives, public appeals, and similar activities . 
The i nstructor should take special pains to see that the form 
I 
of s peech is clearly understood. Illustrations of its various ! 
uses will help to impress students. 
Assignments : 1. Two or three-minute s peech of persuasion 
b ased on selling an articl e. 
2 . Two or three-minute s peech of persuasion 
based on a public appeal. 
3. Outline of b oth for instructor. 
4 . Outline may be used. 
Conviction is frequently confused with persuasion, but 
there is a vital difference that should be clearly pointed · 
out. ~men seeking to convince, one is not bombarding his 
listener with an avalanche of material to persuade him, in-
stead, he is approaching his mind with clear, concise, factual ! 
views designed to replace deep-seated ideas. This is a diffi- 1 
I 
cult job and must be viewed at long range. Conviction does 
not always indicate action either ; it is predominantely a 
I 
il 
il 
I 
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mental change. The following points should be kept in mind 
when developing a speech of conviction. 
1. The idea must be log ical. 
2·. The evidence must be f actual and clearly substan-
tiated. 
3. One must be prepared to answer all questions r a ised. 
4 . One should keep emotional material at a min~~um. 
5 . One shou.ld. sunnnari ze \~rith a repetition of his strong-
est points. 
Assignment: Select a viewpoint that you firmly believe in 
and prepare a s peech to convince y our audience. Three to four 
minutes in length. Outline for instructor. Notes may be used. 
General Comment: This unit can be, and frequently is, one of 
the most interesting and valuable in a basic speech course . 
It offers many avenues of approach, and in pr actically every 
instance the student finds at least one tonic that stimulates 
him. This work also materially increases the student's know-
ledge, opens new &rea s of information, suggests new phas es of 
activity, develops the t alent of listening , increases the 
poise, and helps to knit the class into a cohesive f r iendly 
group . 
During the time s pent on t h is unit the following t h ings 
are accomplished . 
1. Tape recordings are made. 
2. Comment sheets are filled out. 
3. Short periods of clas s criticism on t he speaker, 
their materia l and t he unit i n general are held. 
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4. A cash bell i s used to keep s peakers on their toes . 
5. Outline technique is developed. 
6. A c onst ant check is made of all phases of s peech prev-
i ously covered. 
Unit X 
Title: Group Speech Activities 
Periods: 10 
Format: 1. Lecttwe on the f our common forms . 
Aims: 
2 . Not es on each, 
3. Practical appl ic ation by classroom ass i gnments . 
1. To acquaint student vii th the c ommonly accepted 
f orms of discuss i on. 
2 . To s timulat e their interest in the exchanging of 
ideas through t his medium. 
3 . To give them the opy:,6rtunity to p2rticipate 
actively in at l east one of t hese forms. 
4 . To improve their ab ilit y to evaluate criticall y 
material transmitted through discussions. 
Procedure: Certainly fundamental facts ab out each of the 
follovTing forms of discussion should be clearly pointed out 
to students. 
The fot~ f orms are: 
1. Round-table 3 . Open Forum. 
2. Panel 4 . Sympos ium 
The Round-table 
1 . Chairman leads di scussion 
a . adequate :rreperation necessary 
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Penal 
2 • Members of group (no ste.nd.grd number) 
a. length o:f talk usually limited 
b. All members should be allowed to express 
vie•Ns before anyone has a second ch <:".nce. 
l. Several different i deas are advanced on conducting 
a panel. 
2 . Usually a general subject is chosen. 
a . divided into topics in question form 
b . each panel rnember speaks o:". one quest ion 
of the topic 
3. Cha irman, or coordi nator , opens question per i od 
by panel. 
4 . Chairman opens panel to questions :from the audience 
5 . Chairman cl oses panel by a su.mi·nm"y , or evaluation. 
6. Panel has no set number, but the common figure is 
:from :four to six, plus a chairman . 
7 . Panel does not have a winning side, as does a 
debate; it is more a medium for exchanging ideas . 
8. In a formal panel , the chairman sits in t.he c enter 
and both cha irman and members stand when speaking. 
9 . In an informal panel, the chairman sits i n the 
center and no one stands. 
10 . Excellent method and becoming quite popular . 
Open Forum 
1. Informal method 
2 . Pre- determined subject ann.ounced in advance . 
3. Chairman calls meeting to order , question or topic 
:for day is moved , and then anyone may request the 
floor and give his v i e,Ns. 
4 . On some occasions a formal speaker is heard first 
and then questions may be asked of him. 
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5 . This method requires quick thinking , active p:=,rti-
cipation and an excellent ch<:drman. 
Symposium 
1. Formal 
2 . Four to six persons assigned talks on different 
phases of the subject. 
3. Sometimes audience participation follows. 
After these points have been stressed , s2~ple runs 
should be made on each so th3.t the class may practice what 
has been preached . When each t ype has been handled in t h is 
fashion , a list of chai r men is read . These chairmen s elect 
four members of their discussion group, choose their topic , 
decide which method they will use, and prepare to complete 
this assignment in class . 
Assignment : Discussion groups in the various medium. Each 
group to be allowed twelve minutes . 
General Comment: This unit often proves to be one of the 
most popular. The instructor must be careful in handling i t 
on a t least three counts: (l) be sure everyone is either a 
chairman or a discussion member, (2) be c c;reful that subjects 
do not get out of h e.nd. (3) keep to ti.rne schedule . 
One thing that can be very valuable in this unit is 
the _oppor tunity to have the class analyze vhat they hear. 
This pr act i ce develo~s a very des i rable attr i bute , namely , 
that of being able to absorb what one heers , or, more bluntly,, 
the abil i ty to listen. Discussion always teaches one valu- I 
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able lesson- 11 I:f you don 't have anything to say, don't sa.y it! 
Unit XI 
Title: Fina l recording 
Periods : 3 
Format : Same as Unit III 
Aims: 1. To compe-re vri th previous recordings. 
2 . To give final critical evaluation of recorded 
voices. 
3 . To make suggestions :for :future speech work. 
Procedu~e: Same as Unit III 
Assignment: Prepare a 1~ to 2-minute speech on carefully 
chosen original topic. Turn in an outline of the main points 
of development. Rehearse carefully before recording. 
General Comment: This should be very carefully handled, and 
pointed evaluation should be given to each student by the 
instructor. The class should also be consulted as to pertin-
ent comments on each playback . Each com~ent period should 
close with a summary of' 
1. Improvement noted 
2 . Unsatisf'e.ctory areas 
3. Reco:nmendations :for :future speech vvork. 
All three records should then become the property of 
the student unless a particularly fine record has been made , 
and then it could be held, on request, for :future classes to 
hear. 
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Unit XII 
Title: Oral Examination 
Per iods: 5 
Format: Five minute speech and ten-minute conference. 
Aims: 1. To see results of year 's work in a formal situa-
tion. 
2. To judge what should be the student 1 s best work 
for final grading. 
3 . To me.ke final individual sumrnary of student 1 s 
work . 
Procedure: An examination schedule should be made as to date 
and time for ea ch pupil's speech Emd conference. This should 
be carefully worked out and posted at least three weeks in 
advance of the first oral. Opportunity should be given in 
class for a quest ion period on the final examination. The 
schedule should be rigidly followed in order to insure each 
student the same amount of time for delivery and c oP~erence. 
General Comment: The formal examinB.tion has a decided pl a ce 
in the program, because it enables each student to have En 
opportunity to utilize the lessons of the year . It imparts a 
cErta.in flavor of formality, and closes with what should be 
a conference beneficial to both the student and the instructor. ! 
I 
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Chapter Six 
Suggested Program for Intermediate Speech Course 
Elective for Juniors and Seniors 
The suggestions that follow this introduction ar e not, 
unfortunately , the results of actual classroom use. The rea-
son is t hat to date, in our new s peech r rogram , only basic 
s peech has b een off ered. However, a serious attempt has been 
made to discuss these i terns ·wit h t l1..r ee groups: ( 1 ) students, 
( 2) fc.cul t y , and (3) administrators . The results have been to 
ob t a in a f a irly accurate idea. of some of t he thin~s des irable 
i n a second-ye:::'lr s peech course. 
It must be emph c:.s i zed t hat fre c,uently ur on actual use 
changes b ec ome necess2.ry, 2.s vms discov er ed 'A;hen basic s peech 
vms first offered. Another f actor to consider is t hat the 
students in t h is course having had one year of s peech c.r e 
likely to be more malleable. Caution should be exercised to 
keep this program s omewhat elastic in order to adapt it to 
t he changi ng ne eds of the individual student . 
A keen edge should be kept on this cour se in order to 
crea.te a high i nt erest level . I~liuch of t he vvork can and should 
be directed, under guidance , by the student . Such direction 
s houl d prove t o be an excellent medium for s peech development, 
plus a fine learning device. 
It must be remember ed that this group is electing s peech 
and , therefor e, appar ently has a dec ided interest in what 
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transpires in the classroom. The more creative the work can 
be , the more valuable will be the end results . The cov.r s e 
should be subject to constant careful examination and adjust-
ments vvherever change is evidently needed e.nd desirable. It 
should be kept up to date and shou.ld maintain a high degree 
of practical application. 
To meet the needs mentioned above, and following sugges-
tions made by the various groups consulted, a tentative plan 
for Intermedi.s.te Speech is outlined. This is followed by a 
ftJ.rther breakdovvn of suggestions and procedures. 
Intermediate Speech 
Unit I Review of Basic 8peech Requirements 
A. Voice 
B. Techniques of Delivery 
Unit II First Recording of Voice 
A. Playback and criticism 
Unit III The Speech Outline 
A. Mechanical setup 
B. Practical use 
Unit TV Analysis of Speech Areas 
A. Re.d-io and Television 
B. Dramatics 
C • Salesmanship 
D. Teaching 
E. Discussion 
F. Debate 
G. Parliamentary procedure 
H. Oral internretation 
I. Clinical speech 
Unit V Second Recording of Voice 
A. Playback and criticism 
I 
I 
II 
==-oJ 
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Unit VI 
Unit VII 
Practical Experience in Speech Situations 
through Assembly Programs 
A. Presentation of Discussion 
B. II II Debate 
c. II II Radio Program 
D. II II Oral Interpretations 
E. It It Choral Speaking 
F. II II Play 
Oral Examination 
A. Analysis 
B. Summary of accomplishment 
c. Recommendations 
Unit I 
Title: Review of Basic Speech Requirements 
Periods: 6 
Note: Procedure and material essentially the same as that 
found in Basic Speech Unit V pp. 23 through 29, and Unit VI 
pp. 29 through 34. Suggested source material for more de-
tailed study by second year students. 
1. Anderson, V.A., Training the Speaking Voice, 
Oxford University Press, 1942, Chapters 1, 7, and ~. 
2. Craig, A.E., The Speech Ar~s, The Macmillan Co, 1949, 
Part I 
3. Thonssen, Lester and Gilkinson, Howard, Basic 
Training in Speech, D.C. Heath and Company, 1947, 
Chapter 5 and 6. 
Unit II 
Title: First Recording of Voice 
Periods: 3 
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Note: Format, aims and procedure for recordin~ are the s ame 
as those ~or Basic Speech. The only di~ference is that the 
critical analysis is more detailed for the advanced level of' 
the student. 
Unit III 
Title: The Speech Outline 
Periods: 4 
Format: 1. Lecture on value 
2. Illustration o~ basic ~orms. 
A;i.ms: 1. To show value of' outline. 
2. To acouaint student vvi th methods. 
3. To indicate use by actual practice . 
Procedure: It is interesting to observe that the art o~ out-
lining is apparently a lost one among h i gh school students. 
This fact i~mediately indicates a careful approach to this 
vital item, so closely allied to s peech. 
The introductory lecture should, as a practical example, 
follow an outline placed on the blackboard so that all may 
follo·w it. This practice is an excellent way to br ing home 
in graphic fashion the use of an outline. Its indispensabil-
ity to a speaker should be hammered home. 
The student should be i.J.'llpressed vri th the f act that with-
out an outline a speech is usua lly a rambling one, and the 
speaker, as a rule, lacks poise a.nd confidence. Furthermore, 
these defects are quickly noted by an audience, and generally 
the effectiveness of the speech is lost. 
S2 
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Accepted forms ,of outlines generally used: 
1. The general tabulation 
I. 
II. 
A. ______________ __ 
I I I. 
A. ______________ __ 
B. ______________ __ 
c. ______________ __ 
This form covers the main topics with a few closely re-
lated sub-topics. 
2. The basic speech outline 
Introduction 
I. 
II. 
Body 
I. 
II. 
A • . 
1. 
2. 
III. 
A. 
B. 
1. 
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Conclusion 
I. 
II. 
This arrangement breaks the outline down into three phase 
of speaking, with various topics and sub-divisions under each. 
3. Advance Speech Outline 
Title: Date: 
Aim: 
Opening Sentence: 
Introduction: 
Body: 
Conclusion: 
Closing Sentence: 
An outline of this type includes all the basic factors, 
and adds several details. It requires more work and, most 
important, forces the speaker to state clearly the aim of his 
speech. . The form should be used in all advanced speech work . 
After all forms have been carefully explained and illus-
trated, it is wise to work out two or three outlines on the 
blackboard from subjects selected "0y the class. This is a 
time-consu..rner ; therefore make sure to use time judiciously. 
Assignment: Develop three s peeches using all tbree outline 
forms. Turn in copy before g iving assignment in class. Use 
only outl i ne when speaking. Speeches to be based on problems : 
(1) school, (2) coF:mt.mity, (3 ) personal. 
========~========================~=========-=-=-=--======-==-=-=~=-=-========~======== 
General Comment: This unit should be handled so that each 
student has a clear idea of hovr to c onstruct and use an out-
line. A fev.; outlines should be selected for classroom s.na ly-
sis to show t heir s trength or weakness. 
Unit IV 
Title: Analysis of Speech Areas 
Periods 24 
Format: 
Aims: 
1. Lecture 3 . Reports 
2 . Research 4 . Practice 
1. To examine severa l fields in which speech play s 
a very important part . 
2 . To stimulate students toward further study . 
3. To g ive opportunity f or research and report. 
4. To off er guidance for students who vYish to pur-
sue a field of interest. 
Procedure: A unit with as 1Nidely diverg ent kind of i nforma-
tion as this one involves cannot be completely pl anned with-
out a ctual experimentation. The amount of time that our 
course can a llow necessarily precludes covering any one kind 
in det a il. However , the unit should serve to broaden the 
speech h orizon and to acquaint students with the wi de f ield 
which is open to them . This result , plus the research, re-
port, a nd pr actice, shov. l d help to round out their under stand-
ing of s peech and its many us es. 
Each of the nine sections to be covered will fol lovt a 
r ather s t andard pattern . This pattern s1wuld be as follows : 
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1. Ins tructor's lecture on major points with specia l 
c.;.ttention to s peech r-roblems :recul i .sr to each field. 
2 . Assigned reading and oral r eports on various phas es 
of each topic. 
3 . Field tr i ps , if pos s ible, to vieVIr t he pra c t ica l side . 
4 . Outside s peakers or groups connected v!it h each of 
t hese divi s i ons. 
5 . Practical assignments in order that ea ch student 
may exr)erience the type of speech activity in these 
nine areas. 
6. Brief suinmary of each sect ion by inst ructor. 
These s i x points are relatively ambitious f or the time 
tha t c an be allotted , but if need be t h ey may be modified or 
t a ilored t o fit vli thout losing the essential balance. 
In order to clar ify further , how this unit might wor k , 
each s ection i s b eing lis ted vvith mor e deta iled suggest i ons. 
A. Radio a.nd Televis ion 
1. Material on the s e fields can be obta ined free of 
charge t h.rough the var i ous networ ks; u.s. Office 
of Education, Division of Radio , s cme commercia l 
publications, and excellent texts . 
2. Visits c an b e made to c ommercial and education 
stati ems , such c.s ViCRB , Vi'TAO, ''N1IDH, '!':B Z-TV, Vffi Z, 
WNAC.:.TV, and 1:\1\fAC and the educational Frv stations 
of &nerson College and Boston University. 
3. Programs may be produced over s ome of t he above 
stations. 
4 . Invitation to address speech classes may be made 
t o r o.dio and telev ision people . 
5. Materia l may b e }J['oduced i n cla ss, a ssemb l y , and 
actually over the air . 
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References: 
Thonssen and Gilkinson, Basic Training in SpeeG.h, D. C. 
Hea th, 1947, Chapter 25. 
Weaver and Borch ers, Sueech, Harcourt , Brace and Co., 
1948, Chapter 17. 
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School 
Principals. Vol. 32, Jan. 1948, 1ro. 151, pp . 55-73. 
B. Dra..'Tiatics 
1. Use of professione.l recordings to g ive stv.dents 
the idea may be obtained from corn.mercial sources , 
u.s . Office of Education, Massachusetts Office of 
Educ a tion and V8T'ious radio stations , to mention 
a fe•N. 
2. Cut·t. ings , playlets, or originals may be cast and 
presented by class members. These may b e record-
ed for greater value. 
3. Visits may be made to profes sional performances 
through theatre parties, a lso to various college 
productions; excellent cooper a t ion in this from 
Ernerson , Tufts , Bishop-Lee, Boston e!onservatory 
Drama Dept. and Lelemd Powers. 
References: 
The Bulletin of the National Association of SecondaT'Y 
School Principal s , Vol. 32 J anuary 1948 , No . 1 51, ~~Jp . 
74- 97 . 
The Bu lletin of the National Associa,tion of Secondary 
School Princ i pa ls, Vol. 33 December 1949 No. 166, Dram-
e,tics in the Secondary School. (much valuable in:formation) 
Yeaver and Borchers Sp.eech, H~~," c ou_-r>+, Br<=<ce "" nc" Com·.~,..,~y 
_ ...w. _ '-' _ ,_,_ _ a __ '- 1 - 1 -CI, Ll ' 
l ':A6 , Chapter 12. 
Craig, W.E. , The Sne ech Arts , The Macmillan Co. , 1 949 
Part Seven. 
C. Salesmanship 
1. Outside s peakers in the field. 
2. Mention of the Dale Carnegie course. 
=========-=-=-=-=-===================-=-========~~=-=-====~~=======~.~======== 
3. Ass igrm1ents based on selling a school activity 
or service. Use group for homeroom pleas in 
this fa.shion. 
References: 
Sandford and Yeager, Practical Business Speaking, Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Comy..:any, Second edition, 1937. Part I 
and Chapter XI . 
D. Teaching 
1. A phase which students consider famili er, but 
v.rhich they frequently see only tr1rough student-
eyes. Have them analyze various teachers from 
an objective speech angle. Results are sometimes 
revealing. 
2. Assignment of teaching tl.nits to various members 
of the class ; j udge criticall y. 
3 . Discussion of teachers and the spe ech personality 
E. Discussion 
l. More detai l and advanced work on material begun 
in Basic Speech. 
2. Attendance at public discussion when possible . 
3. Radio and Televisi on excellent medium f or this 
work. 
References can be found under Discussion in any good s peech 
text. 
F. Debate 
1. Use in class, but encourage a debating team or 
club as extra-curricular, s ponsored by the 
s peech department and led by interested s peech 
students . 
2. Impress students wit h the difference between de-
bate and discussion. 
3. Utilize "capsule " debates for pract ical class-
room exercises, to give all a chance to parti-
cipate. 
4. Arrange trips to hear debates of the New England 
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Forensic League (college). 
References: 
Craig, A.E. , The Speech Arts , The Macmillan Co. , 1949 
Chapter 18. 
Thonssen and Gilkinson, Basic Tra.ining in Speech, D.C. 
Heath and Co. , 1947 , Chapter 25. 
Quimby , Brooks , So You Are Directing Debating, J. "~iVeston 
Wal ch , Publisher , Portland , Maine, 1948. 
G. Parliamentary procedure 
1. Try to make students see the need for rules and 
regulations to control discussions by organized 
groups. 
2. Practice the conducting of meetings under Rob-
ert' s , Rules of Order (revised),. as a guide . 
3. Recommend observation of conduct at tmm meet -
ings. 
References : 
Robert, H. M. Rules of Order (revised) , Scott, Foresman 
and Co. , 1915. 
Buchler , E.c., You and Yot~ Speeches , The Allen Press, 
Lawrence , Kansas, 1949 , Part Three, Cpapter 10. 
H. Oral interpretation 
1. Analysis of its meaning. 
2. Emphasis upon the ability to understand E,nd to 
interpret to others b oth the ~witten and s poken 
word. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
Demonstration of the specific relation of the 
analyzing process to given selections . 
The use of aids such as the dictionary , encycl-
opedia, source material, thesaurus , etc. 
Assign~ent of practice selections for class mem-
bers to read aloud and interpret. 
~ =-==~-·rF==========----~-==============~~~-=-===============9====== 
6. Use of' Chapter 11 in Speech, by Weaver and 
Borchers , as an excellent guide for this 
section. 
I. Clinical speech 
1. This s ecti on should not be regarded as a s tudy 
o:c the clinical method, but merely as a means 
of acquainting students with t h is little-knmvn 
phase of speech vvork. 
3. 
Reference: 
Instructor should outline the section and per-
haps cover briefly a few important aspects. 
A fevv of the better students could be ass i gned 
to related topics for research and report. ~ 
Ainsworth, Stanley, Speech Correction Methods, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1948, Part I, Chapter I. 
Unit V 
Title: Second Recording of Voic e 
Periods: 3 
Note : Format, aims and procedure for recording are the s ame 
as those for Basic Speech. The only difference is that the 
critical analysis is more detailed for the advt::~nced level of 
the student . 
Unit VI 
Title: Practical Experience in Speech Situations 'J'brough 
Assembly ~~ograms 
Periods : 24 
Format: 1. Selection of material 
2 . Chasing participants 
3. Direction and guidance 
Prodt..Ict ion 
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Aims: 1. To vvork in a ctua l speech situations for an aud-
ience. 
2 . To g ive students a chance to improve their s pe ech 
possibilities by partic i pation. -
3. To provide the school ':rith t 3-ngible evidence of 
the progress in the s peech program . 
4. 'l'o off er a greater opportunity for a l ar ger num-
ber to t ake part in school-related activities. 
I 
Procedure: Th is unit of the cours e "~Hill nature.lly v ary from j 
I 
year to y ear according to the programs to be presented. There I 
can be no hard and fast rule o:f procedure, because the v arious 
mediums v ary in several ways. In order to give s ome idea of 
how ea ch is conducted, an attempt will be made to show how 
problems peculiar to each are c onsidered . 
First, several g eneral factors should be mentioned. 
1. Programs should be s pread throughout the yeg:r 
for t wo reasons: 
a . So tha.t the school vvill not be bored with 
constant student- operated assemblies . 
I 
b. I n order t hat suff icient time will be all- ,1 
owed for each . 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
Material should be selected carefully by the in- I 
structor and t wo or tbree students working to- 1 
gether. 
I Some time must be given outside of school hours 
as vrell as i n the classroom., I 
Groups should be selected on t h e basis of inter- ' 
est if possible. 
All should participate if humanly possible t o 
InClude them. This rule must b e temper ed by 
time , personalities, and type of productions. 
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6 . Critical evaluation should be s ought fr om the 
students and f aculty alike . 
I 
7 . Students should be allowed to 
ities as much as possible . 
share r e sponsibil- ~ 
The order in vrhich these f actors are listed does not 
neces saTily indicate the order of the i r presentation. They 
may b e readily juggled to suit the given circumstanc es . Let 
us examine each factor . 
A. Dis cussion 
1. Select i on of a topic of current school interest. 
2. Selection of tbree panels of four members p1Ut1! a 
moderator each. 
3 . Operat ion of each panel as an independent unit 
preparing its inf ormation. 
4 . Presentation by panels . 
5. Judgment and criticism by fellow students . 
6. Selection of best panel for a s s embly program . 
B. Debate 
1. Volunteers are requested . 
2 . Each s·t;udent pre·t"'ares a s peech on a phase of a 
pre-selected topic . 
3 . Each student delivers s peech in class. 
4 . Class r ates speakers. 
5 . Class-ra ting i s the b asis f'or selecti on of ' four 
students for debate team. (2 negative c.nd 2 posi-
tive) 
6 . Instructor acts as coach . 
7. For actual program judges ar e selected from 
the f a.cul ty. 
among! 
I 
I 
I 
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8 . (Judges eva luate t he progr•am . 
C. Radio Program 
1. Material c a.n be :found in texts , pl aybooks, U. S. 
Offic e of Education , a.nd originals . 
2 . Cast selection by voic e test. 
3. Rehe.8 .. rsc1ls in a.nd ou.t of cla~ss . 
4 . Product ion under c..ctual conditions a ,s nearly a s 
is pos s ible . 
5. Seeking o:f student c-)nd :f'.?..cul ty judgxnent on re-
sults . 
D. Oral Interpretations 
l . This is a highl y dev~loped art and only prof i cient 
student should be us ed. 
2 . Selection by the ins t r uctor. 
3. Provisi on of amrle op~ortunity for in-class ·;-,rs.ct-
ic e vri t,h reoue.sted react i on by students . 
4:. I ndividual drill viith ea ch pc-,_rticipant is ex c eed-
ingly desirELb le. 
5 . Vari P-tion in a pi'ogrP..m of this type vdth humor , 
drama , descrir ·tion, etc. 
6 . Req_ues t for members of' t h e Engl i E'.h department to 
eval u ate both pr·ov"'arn and individuals. 
E. Chora l Speaking 
l. New type of choral speaking scripts 2T'e c: v a ilable, 
and extremely useful for r)repar ing a.n as s embly 
program. 
2 . Gr oup should i nclude abov.t 20 to 25 'i-) oy s an d g irls 
vri t h an as13ortment of light Emd d c-.r k v oic e ,s . 
3 . Rehear ssls s h ould be ab out thirty m.inut es in 
length covering short passages . 
4. :Rhytlun and ea.se s hov.ld be developed a.s pr a ctice 
rroe,resses. 
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F. Play 
An i mportant :f:.:; ctor i.n chora.l spes.king should be 
;::·.n emphasis on mob ile f 8.ces. 
1 . Perhaps the most diffictl t of the s e s i x typ es i 
i s the dr amatic rroduct:.on, V·!hich must be handled I 
1id.th extreme care o 
2 . The pl ay must be chos en c r:~refully. (c a t s.l ogues 
with brief descriptions of pl ay offered c an be 
easily obt a ined :from many d iffer ent publ ish-::rs ) : 
A reading corn ..mi ttee of students sh01..1ld be select- ~ 
ed to ass ist . A play of lite:L""ary v a lue, te ch-
nica lly s ound and conta inin_g be.sically gcoc1 ideas j 
should b e chosen . 
1 
3 . The pl ayers may a lso be cb .. osen by both the in-
stx·uctor and a s tudent cmTI..mi t tee . Considerati on 
should be giv en to ; 
1. voice 
2 . e.ppe2,.rance 
3 . personal bearing 
-~- . b a sic intelligence to under-
s t Emd role . 
4 . , Rehearsals will 'b...e.ve to be scheduled after the 
I 
regul c:1r school sessions . 
I 
An eva luating committee should be chosen f':r· om l 
the f a.cult y and from s enior dramatic club membersj 
I 
The many speech v a lues t hat a ccrue from t hese assembly 
progr ams are i.l11.medi a tel y evident, a nd have been pointed out 
trll' oughout this thesis. A few bear repeating, such as voice 
improve:oent , pc..:rticula..:rly volume and diction; techniques of 
voice usage , interpretation, breath ing, posture; gest·ure and 
movement; projection; developn1ent of poise; and increasing 
self- confidence. 
In addition to these speech asp ects , several oth er real 
values cLre i nculcs.ted in an indirect f a sh ion to each parti-
I 
I 
I 
I 
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cipant. These f a ctors help to broaden and deepen the student, 
g iving him a sense of socia l responsibility, teaching the 
spirit of cooperation and enthusiasm, helping to establish a 
sense of values, recognizing the need for h i gh standards, pro-
viding a wider outlet for y outhful vitality, opening new 
sources of information, and developing ov er-all chara cter. 
Certa inly, this is a s plendid recormnendation for a unit 
such as this. It is a richly rewarding experience for in-
structor and student alike. 
Unit VII 
Title: Or al examination 
Periods: 8 
Format: Three s peech assignments and individual conference. 
Aims: 1. To see results of the year 1 s vror k. in a formal 
situation. 
2. To judge the student's best work f or f 'inal gr ading .I 
3. To use the individua l conference for evaluating 
vvork and sugg e s ting future vvork. 
Procedure: A schedv.le shou.ld be made out at least three 
weeks in advance of t h e first examination. Particular c ere 
should be t 2.ken in prepar>ing for this period of' s peech work. 
A rig id procedt:tre should be mainta.ined in order to see tha t 
each student h a s equ a l time allotment for s p eeches a nd confer-
ence. This means th.ree s p eakers each period f'or 15 minutes 
each, vvith a five-minute conference period. In the aver age 
cla ss of t \·venty this c an be r eadily accomplished in seven 
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periods . An eighth i s allocated to permit an op en forum on 
the examination work. 
Each student 1 s examination shall consist of three f':i.ve-
minute assignments. First, a formal speech on one aspect 
of speech covered during the year . An outline must be fur -
nished the instructor and only this outline may be used by 
student in presenting his speech . Second, a type of presenta.-
tion involving description, narration, story telling , or 
straight entertaiDJnent. This also should be five minutes in 
length and delivered viithout notes. Last , a five-minute 1..mit 
based on one of the ar ea s of speech covered in Unit rv. 
Sugg estions for this might incl ude: 
1. Selling a product 
2 . Monologue (could be a learned script) 
3 •. Teaching unit 
4 . A debating speech 
5 . Oral interpretation 
6 . Drsmatic or radio scri pt. 
These are only a few, but t hey g i ve an i dea. of the t ype 
of mat erial that could be used. These also are tc be done 
vvi thout notes. Students should be vra..,ned to stay Y·:i thin the 
time ass igned. 
This fina l e amlnation m8.y ap:nea.r to be r ather difficv.lt , 
but second year student.s should be capable of h-?ndling it 
se.t.isfactorily . It should e.lso be ~,repared long r c:.ng e, there-
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by r educing the heaVIJ preparation that would be attends.nt u p-
on p iling all this into a few weeks at t he end of s chool . 
Thi s a ss i gninent a l so could be u sed , pa"'tia.l l y 2t le c: .. s t , 
for sree ch contest -:.·1ork . It would be c:nl. excellent pl s.n to 
use if a high s chool spe ech contest ~ we~e to b ee orne r:::rt of 
1 the progT 2JJ1 in the futur e . The s tudent \liOu lc1 be 2.b le to sa ti s 
f y t viO reqtdr ements in one. The inCl.ivie.ual c onferences 
sh ould be v er y pointed towcn"'d evaluation of the examina tion 
and sugges ted r ecommendc:.ti on.s for futt1r e ·vvork . 
Genera l Comment: Thi ,s a.s s i gnment c~n1 b e a meaningful one 
i f h andl ed carefully. The or a l exan1in<:l.t,ion ha s 2 J;ositive 
plac e in the course of stu.dy and shou l d be s. goa l tovJ"ard 
which the s tudent' s energy i s directec through :mt the year. 
These s peeches a nd c onferences can be a rev.r2,:r·ding experience 
for both student and instr tlctor. 
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Chapter Seven 
Recommendations of Areas for 
Future Consideration in the Expansion of the 
Speech Program 
The follovdng pages conta in several recommended areas for 
future expansion of any speech program . Th ey all h ave their 
pl ace , but a t the outset it must be recognized that t v.ro factors 
of fer ma jor obsta cles to their a ccomplishment; namely, the ele-
ment of time , a.nd the all-importan t item of money, both of 
vvhich are needed to attain truly s atisfectory results. Before 
inclusion each of these areas was carefully c ons idered a rJ.d in-
vestiga ted as t o its desirability. They have h ad successful 
operation in var i ous s chool systems , and, i n the l ong run, se em 
to be fe as i ble for t he average high school program . 
The suggestion made und er ea ch heading indica t es how each 
couid be made to serve a s a component part of an over-all 
s peech r rogram . These ideas ffi"'e given merely in skeleton form 
and could be modified or expanded to suit a g i ven situation. 
They ar e made vdth the VJinchester progre.m in mind, but er e 
t>y no means setup in a hard and f Bs t f a shi on. However , they d o 
p ossess certain attr ibutes tha.t 1Nculd ma k e t h em distinct and 
v aluab l e fe a t ures of any syst em. 
Th ey 2.re presented y·tith the idea that t h e,r shmJ.ld at 
least be c ons i dered in any l ong- raDge plan for the e.dv e nce:•:.ent 
of the s peech program . 
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Speech for the Non- College Stucient 
One of -::he most importGJl.t ph;:-,.ses of c ons ideration in 
Amer ic on educe.tion todc.y is r l 8.nning f or the non-coll ege st.u-
dent . The general s c ope of this r ·roblem is indeed v c..st, end 
of cour s e c s.nnot be consider ed in detc-dl here. Eov.iever, one 
area c <:m 1) e d iscussed briefly Gnd th:o_t is the .service t"hat 
s~'::ee ch educ e.tion c s.n offer in this l' l anning. 
The non- college student is in most instsmces terminating 
h is formal education when he receives his high s chool diploma. 
The ·Vorld of work will shortly ab sorb him, and his cycle of 
independent economic living will begin. Unfortu.natel y , 1He do 
not equi p h i m properly , cmd one of the most neglected :;-,r e2.s 
tha.t he vdll us2 tl1e m.ost . " l S sreec n . This cle <l.r ly indic :=,_t e s 
that some c c- reful thought should be given to the m.:::~tt. er. 
This i s a. thesis T:ro':J l em of its o~,\jn ;:= nd o':: viov.sly C!'Jnnot 
be solved in t tte S}>ace A.llotted to 2 reco:rr1Jn end.:3.t j_on . T'f nowever , 
a few ideas c ::.:·n be advs.nced t hat might serve as ::::. gu.i de for 
f1Jrther st1.1.dy . 
The :~:T' OgJ."' :: .m for the non-college student could t "" ke ~ne of 
t wo forms~ f irst , -'?c ser.c:r2.te C01.Jrse meet,ing t,:m periods a '·'Ieek 
for a year ; sec 0nd , one or t wo periods a 1'.reek t ~, ken ;3S :!-:? I' t of 
t he English cour se , in other 'Nords , tv·ro periods of Speech e.nd 
three :Per i ods of forme.l English a ~'.reek . As to course content , 
it should be designed to be of both current aEd. -ocrmanent 
I 
It should be rD.ade interesting enc vjtal. SEggested units that! 
could be part of such a progrBm ;_::,re implied in t h e folloi,dng I 
list of torics: 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
,, 
,_ . 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
10. 
11 . 
v;hy t a ke s pe ech? 
Use of speech in everyday living . 
How to listen . 
Simr le mecha.nic s m: better speech habits . 
Practice perfects . 
Sroadening our h orizons. 
Apprecia tion of motion pictures, televisi on, 
r adio , &nd theatre. 
How to meet r;eople. 
The interview. 
The salesman. 
Contributions of the speech persons.li ty ·to 
successfui living . 
These i terns should g ive food for thought and a _,os s ible 
beginning for the planning of a program for t he non-colleg e 
student. 
Advanced Course in Speech for Students 
Planning on Some Phase of Speech as a Career 
This activity is r ather a com-::> ina tion of th...ree things: 
adv anced speech , guidance , and vocational training. Only stu-
dents , probab ly Seniors, with a definite aim and vli th a :::·proval 
b y the English , Speech c..nd Guidance Departments, should be ad-
mit ted. 
The course should be extremely flexible, providing some 
group vv-or k in advanced speech , but 11r i marily allovving the 
individual to pursue h i s major interest under careful super-
vision of the instructor. 
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In all probability the group woul d never exceed one small 
divi sion , but to those interested i t. vrould b e extremely v e.lu-
able . It Viould enable t hem to examine c ar efully their chos en 
field, and to acquire a fund c-:Jmental grasp of what f a ces them . 
Vie do a great deal of general college preparc:.tion pri-
marily designed for entrance. This course vvould add an in-
finitely more desirable unit in a sort of apprenticeshi p tra in-
i ng . 
The Over- all Speech Program for the Entire 
Wi nchester School System-Grade s 1 thru 12 
'En.ere is not too much t hat can be st-9ted here about a 
definite program , but mention should be made for future c on-
sideration. 
The need for an over- all program is al;T.ost s elf-evident, 
but the establis hment must come about through a c2..reful long-
range plan. This should b e handled by r e rrr'esentatives of the 
elementar-.t , junior high, and sec ondary s chools, e.l ong with 
administre,tive off iciels. The seed for a program of this na-
ture he.s already b een sovm, but its development probably will 
and perhap s should be a slow process . 
A p l an such as this woul d be most benefi cial to all stu-
dents a nd would serve to improve speech habits , cor r ect C. i f _l:'j __ 
cult i es , i mprove socia l d eve lopment, and co-ordinate speech 
activities over the entir e pub lic s chool educ at iona l s pan. 
These points are extremely desirab l e an d. arry future d evelop-
ment in the schools of Winchester sho,Jld work tov1ard this de-
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s i red end. 
Drama.tics 
Dramatics has a very definite place a s a rela ted activi ty 
in the field of s peech education. Often r~legated to the pl a c E 
of a secondary extra- curricu l ar a ctivity, the bas ic v a lues of 
dramatic arts .s..r e seriously neglected . This subject should 
rightfully assume a place i n the regula r school program, but 
in most cases this a ction is next to impos s ible, hence the 
best bet is to include it as part of the over- all speech IT o-
gram. 
The f ollowing quotation clearly states the c as e f or dra-ma. 
tics in t h e secondary school. 
as 
11Almost universally acclaimed outcomes of student 
participation in dramat ic a ctivities were t h e 
development toward maturity through s ocia l co- or:er-
a tion; an understanding of human emotions and re-
l ationships tn~ough the interrretation of life si-
tuat i ons; the sub limination of erotic impul ·::: e s and 
anti-socia l tendencies ; s.nd t he inculcati on of 
ideals o:f life and c onduct." ll 
Th i s phase c an be handled thro·ugh several channels, such 
1. Speech cla sses 
2 . Dramatic club 
3 . National Thespi an Society 
4 . :Massachuset ts Drama Festiva l 
5 . Assembly pl ays 
6 . Sen i or- Junior pl ay 
l. The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondar y 
School Prin.c i pals , Dramat ics i r". t he Sec ondar y School 
Evans , Dina Rees, Value to the Puuil, Vol . 33 , No . 166 
Dec . 1949 . 
II 
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7 . 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
Radio dramatJ_cs 
Intramura l pl a.y competition 
Childrens' theatre 
Exchange pl ays -r.Ti th other s chools . 
Ea ch or the above offers ex c ellent opr ortuniti es for 
p8rticipe.tion by any interested students. Certe inly each 
serves to enrich the school pr ogrc:un . Th ey a ll serve a s re-
v1arding sourc es of pr s.ctic .?-.1 exr::.erience, s.nd gra.nt a t l east a 
measure of pub lic rec ognition f' or the time .emd eft'ort expended . 
Vtiholehe c.orted endor s ement shovld be g iven t o t his ;_=:rea 
of activity. The end-results aJ:>e most gratifyin? to both 
s chool a nd community. The development of poise and personalit;y 
by the participating students c an and does have a f r .. r-reaching 
effect on t he ir f uttw e. 
Radio 
Radio as a p2,rt of' the educational setup i s s till c om-
pars tively ne'fl; a nd i ts ne'.i~; count erp::,rt, television, has h e,rd-
ly been discussed in school c ircles. 
This f s.ct i s mos t unfortuna te, bec c:.use a s a result an im-
-cortant mediwn of educ a tion h2.s been sadly neglected . RG.dio 
and telev:i sion have certe.inly become r rominent f e.ctors in our 
daily living , e.nd , therefore , should not be neglected in our 
s chools . Th ey both relat e t o s p eech and it is logic a l to 
a s sume t~eir c onnection to any s peech }.)rogram. 
It is true that the number of pupils that a ctu a lly i n tend , 
to enter these fields is small ; -therefore, the maj or aim is I 
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not vocc ti onal. HovJever, pr a ctica lly one hundred per cent 
·will bec ome 1isteners and vie·wers. It is to t h is grm.J.p t hat 
our chief responsibility lies. This educational :process ca..Tl 
serve to develop trained, alert, intellig ent viewers and 
listeners , a mos t des irable a im in light of present r rograms . 
Radio can be h a ndled tbrough v ;:;.rious methods, such as 
1 . 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
Radi o wo~~shop . 
Local r a a l o statlons 
Re.dio wr iting 
Radio production 
Radio dramatics 
"Radio discussion groups 
Crit ical listening and viewing . 
A more ?.Ji.bi tious aim .vwuld be the estab lishment of a 
local 10 watt F . M. educational station. 'rhis is a project 
that Winchester is now working 0n as a school and cornmunity 
venture. Such a station would prove an enriching ex:perience 
in numerous ways. 
Over- a.ll radio and television can act in a public rela-
tion c apacity; as a wholesome recrea tional medium; toward 
advcmcement of com.municc:ition-arts and educational develoJ:ment; 
in building of discriminating listeners s.nd viewers; and in 
s timulating the desire for improvement in the offer i ng s of 
these fields. 
Speech Clinic 
In any given school system there are students who have 
some positive speech diff iculty , vvhi ch is decidedly a devia-
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tion from· what we c ·:nsider normal . It is for this small but 
important group that clinical vmrk is a definite neces s ity. 
The establishment of a clinic i n the aver age medium-sized 
school system is a serious prob lem, l argely from the stand- I 
point of cost. HovYever, the satisfa ctory adjustment of the 
child with a speech defect is of prime c oncern to the child , 
the pru~ent, and the school. I t is so frequently neglected 
that as Et result many children become badly adjus t ed socially •
1 
It i s not the pu.rpos e of this pap er to attempt to of fer I 
a solut ion to this problem. The suggestion mt,st be me.de that 
attention should be focused on this ph as e of s peech educ a tion. 
One positive idea c an be a dvanced-the est2.blishment of 
a s pe ech clinician s erving three to four communities , and 
jointly financed by them. 
In this f a shion I'easona.bly g ood results could be obt-e.ined 
for the speech- handicapped. This may not be an ideal situatio; 
but it vwul d c ert ,:.dnly b e a step i n the right dir ection. 
Debat ing 
The f i gures from the s peech inquiry i ndicate a s trong 
interest in deba ting . The figu.re was 21%. This is pr oof 
positive tha t deba ting should be offsred in some form by the 
s chool department. 
Ther e ar e many desirable ends served by a deb c·.ting soci-
ety, and with the arnount of interest indic ated it seems 
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proper to find a pl a ce for it. Two sugg estions can be off ered 
First, it should be i ncluded a s a unit i re Intermediate Speech, I 
Sec ond , it could be sponsored by a faculty member a n an extra- ! 
curricular activity. The opportunity for interscholastic I 
competit ion might well develop. After establishment of such I 
a cours e membersh i p could be s ought in both the New :eng l and 
and Nat ional Forensic Leagues . 
l:iD.rther support for the debating activity is the f a ct 
t he deba ters are likely t o be c onsiderE<.bly above avera.g e in 
intellectua l ability and scholarship . Their experiences are 
extremely v a luable in l a ter life , b ecause t h ey tend to develop 
critica l thinking-ability. 
Choral Srea.king 
This is ::3. :form of grou p speech-a ctivity vvhich many p eo-
ple regard as new. This view point is n ot entir ely s ound , as 
one could r eadily ascerta in by historical references to choric 
s peaking . However,to most loca lities it i s r athr:: r unfamiliar; 
but the r eaction upon hearing a 11 s peaking choi r'' for the f irst 
time, is usual ly one of pleasant sur prise . 
It i s tied in to the speech pr ogram slightly t hrough 
Inter medi a te Speech, but could serve a much more v a luable :cur- i 
p os e a s an extracurr icular activity . It is v <c r y elastic, in-
volving 8nyv h ere from t en to one hundred or more boys a.nd 
g irls . 
It has many values , e..mong them the developnent of' the 
speaking voice , appreciation of' material , a.nd participation in 
a g..roup activity. 
This group could service both the · school , from an asse!Ilb ly 
viewpoint , and the community, as a school- sponsored activity 
offered to v arious organizations. 
Speakers' B1..1.reau 
The Spea k t:·rs 1 Bureau is an idea developed by v ar i ous 
schools and found in C1Jrrent use in :2rookline and Nev.r'con. 
The outstanding s Deech students ar e members and t hey ?.re 
c;.v a ilable :: or a ny related a ctivity. For examr,le , they mi ght 
i ntrodu.ce speakers or other t a lent at assemblies; be av s.ilsble 
for Rotary programs or as announcers a.t previev:s , cla.ss r ls.ys , 
v audevil l e , etc. ; c:.c t EtS s:;;eakers at Red Cross and Corrmuni ty 
Fund dr ives; b e on c all for s ny co•:·,munity organizs.tion that 
needed a g ood, dependab le spes.kel" . 
This i s a fine -?.ctivity giving reco.g:nition for opt stc:t:<.1ding 
work . It, '··•o,__,ld na tura lly be coordina ted closely vJith formal 
epeech work in the classroom and would be largely an in-school 
veHL.ure. 
Speech Contests 
A small group in any speech class are usually interested 
i n turning their tra ining into practical and public experience . 
It is to this group that speech c ont e 1; ts particule.rly appeal. 
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Speech contests ere e very O.esirBble activjty in the over 
all speech YJork , bec au se t~1.ey of~er a valus:ble outlet to sup-
erior students; many / offer not only reC O§:;i'1i tion 'Jut financi a l 
re•Narc ss •Hell; and, perhaps mos t import.:::.nt, they fo cus a tten- 1 
tion on the .speech pros,trEun tf.rr· ough the medium of public appecr I 
ances. 'This l ast :ooint c ould a lmost be cla ssified a s e.dv srt-
tising , :::no. ·v.;e a ll agTee t hat e.dv ertising hel:rs . 
There are many of these cont ests o:r;en to high school 
students throughout the yes.r. A fei.Y mi ght be mentioned, such 
as 
.A.Jner icEm. Legion 
Nationa l Forensic League 
Hearst 
I~~ights of Py thia s 
Lele.nd Powers School 
Voice of Democra cy 
Suffolk University 
All of this group off er keen c ompetition and excellent 
awa.rds in either money or scholarshi·~··s . 
A s econd phase of this a ctivity 'I:Vould be the estab lish-
in.g of an annual school contest, an excellent training ground 
for outside c ontests and a fine medium for building 11:friends 
of speech ec1ucation11 through connnunity relat ions . 
l ans for this activity in Winchester ~1re a lready under -
vmy and it is strongly recommended for any speech program. 
Adult F.rogr em 
I This recommenda tion d oes not c 2.rry any c'.irect relation-
J~~-----
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shi p to t h e s ch ool progr::;.m , but I believe it i s ': orth mention-
ing in connection with these rele.ted activities. I t has been 
menti oned that a. pos s ible nig ht s chool course in s p eech might 
be off ered for the townsp eople. This suggestion is made a s 
the result of sev era l inquiries as to the possibility of of-
fering such a program. The desire of adults t o t e ke such 
vmrk is quite evident , and therefore worthy of c areful con-
sidera tion. Such a course could pr ove to be a mos t interest-
ing proj ect from ma.ny angles. First , v a luab l e c onta cts could 
be made a.'IJ.ong the t ovvn 's citi zens . Second, it 'Nould g ive 
e.dded strength to any recomJnendBtion for expansion of our 
s pe ech •.~rork . Third, it would b e c-.n excellent off ering in 
adult educ ation. 
In connection vdth such vwrk a Toastmasters' Internation-
a l Chapt er mi ght be started in the c on1muni ty. This organiza.-
tion could be a po•Nerful influence in helping s peech educa-
tion in the s chools . 
Adult s peech work is definitely a desirable aim and 
should be ccms idered in t he light of the over- all plans . 
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Summary 
Chapter Eight 
Summary and Recommendations 
It has been the aim of this thesis to examine caref'ully 
the general question of speech in the secondary school. The 
problem has been aimed pr imarily a.t one community, but the 
findings , subsequent results, planning , course of study , and 
reconi'11endations for future expansion ere by no means limited 
to \'inc hester. The hope t hs.t this paper may be of service to 
others finding themselves f aced with a similar problem is 
strong indeed. 
The recognition that speech has r eached its majority in 
the eyes of st udent, teacher, and administrator is strongly 
empha sized . It is an encouraging sign that progress in the 
field of spe ech appears t o be increasingly evident. The 
survey referred to in this thesis gives substantial r roof to 
all concerned. 
The proposal of the speech course, questionnaire, and 
t abulation, gives an interest ing picture of methods used and 
students' reactions to direct questi ons reg~_rding a s peech 
program. This system of attacking the initial aspects of 
planning any speech program shovld prove relatively success-
f ul in the av erage secondary school . The results of the 
question_1'1aire gave speech educa.tion in V!inchester a decided 
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boost, and this type of early approach is str on_gly recommended 
The Etctual t echniques a nd materials to b e used in tea ch-
ing courses in s peech cannot be found in b ooks a l one. This 
f act bec c.me increasing ly clear as the 11 pilot" course progress-
ed. A v ery important le s son to learn early in this field is 
tha t speech is a peculiar subject, and that the best course is 
t he 11 triedrr course. Even during the first full year of Basic 
Sueech it became appai'ent that adjustments -v ould be necessary 
to dra w t he course into proper perspective. The course should 
be elastic; and , perhars j ust as important , the instructor 
should a lso be rr elas tic 11 • Another helpful hint is that Speech 
should be fun.. The classes should b e conducted in an informal 
manne~c, except where formality is d emanded by the unit b eing 
studied . Th is procedure helps the student to relax, a very 
i mportant speech f actor. The instructor shov.ld also be ab le 
to seize upon any crea ted speech-situation a.nd sacrifice his 
planned wor k i n order t o t ?.ke advantag e of it . This t ype of 
converss.tional exchang e, or spontaneous speech , i s a high s pot 
i n the work. 
Again it should be mentioned that the Basic Speech pro-
gram d i scussed in this thes is is a result of tric. l c:md error . 
It no's· hs.s a. rela tively s ound foundat,ion f or continued use , b u 
should s till be c onstantly re- exsmined in order to keep it an 
alive , full ~;odied unit . The mater ial is e l a st i c enough so 
t hat it may be used under v arying c onditiO! s in other s chool 
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systems. 
On t ,he other he nd , the unit on Intermediate Sneech is 
still untried except :f'or a fevY items . It i s the result o:f con 
f erences, suggestions and opinions from ms:.ny s ourc es . It 
still may eorve as 2.n excellent g 1.ide Yor setting un a course 
for n1.or e e.dv anced stuc.ents. Tl:' e pra.ctic 2.l as;:-·ects e..re -~~tic ­
ule.rly intriguing and should prove to be ve~"Y v a h 12.ble ~f han..:. .:\ 
dled c 2.refully. The u.se of this ph a se as a TUb lie relat ion 
medium must not be overlooked. 
The char:;t er on vsx- i ous recomnend2.ti ons for ros ::.i i•le fu-
ture expa.nsion presents what seerrrs to " e ; a:t fii·st glance, Em 
extremely 2111b it:i.ous program . I f it vq-ere attempted all a t once, 
this vYould be true ; but a cautious a;;:-·}ro.s.ch c 2.n be snccessful 
in gT·ad.u a lly a.dding these fea t ures as t hey s e em des irable. It 
should be emphasized t b.at a ll of these are worthwhile for in-
elusion i n a v-rell-rov.nded speech progr.sm . Eac1:. :chase shovld 
be constantly kept i n mind s o thc:.t ;,•rhen the opportunit,y arises 
the a lert ins tructor iNill be ready to t"'.k e adv antag e of it . 
Al l of the material c ont a ined herein, while C:.esigned to 
serve a. r ather s r ecific purpose , c .::m and should be extremel y 
v a luable to all v;ho rnay be fs.ced ·with a s i milar s peech situa-
tion. 
R ec ormn endat ions 
S:recific recommendations have been covered in some deta il I 
elsewhere in this paper, but a few closing general points are ~~ 
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in order. 
1. Speech covers }-:-hys ica l , mente.l ~=mel emoti ona l aspects , 
and these r:oints must b e kept constantly in mind. 
2 . Speech is for a ll pu pils , not for the g i f ted student 
only. 
<:) 
~1 . 
4 . 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
a 
vo 
1 0 . 
Every at tempt sho·uld b e m.e.de to correla.te s p eech with 
all subject fields. 
Expansion of any progT a.m can be hastened by develop-
ment of school-community related work . Students c an 
be the best pub lic relations meditun. 
~he instructor must offer h is services t o community 
organiza tions , ther eby acqu a int i ng i n fluenti a l peo-
ple e.nd groups vYith the work being done. 
Adm.inisti' 2tors should keep in t ouch with the :r::'r ogr ess 
of s peech education. 
Affili ations should b e s ought •Nith orga.ni zations ad-
v :3nc i n..g speech or rela ted fields . 
VJork should b e evalua ted in order that it may be 
kept u p to da te . 
Helpful devices f or s peech work should be a cquired . 
The speech instructor shov.ld not become discour aged, 
should meet d isappointment squarely , should h ave 
patience , and finally should remember that slow ~cro­
gress is better t .h a n no prog:r·ess. 
The followi ng quotation is a fitting conclusion to suppor 
this fina l statement that speech education is for all American 
youth. 
11 Speech i s a means to an end. It mu st be cultivated as 
a means for bring ing stability in human relations and a s 
a tool for helping to secure peace in our time . This will 
not be done either by English teachers or speech te achers 
y;ho emphasize only the accurac ies of language or logic of 
conclusions . It must be done by people v·ho recognize the 
psychological, sociolog ical , anc' political implications of l 
t a lk. The belief that a ny one can teach oral cornmunica-
===II~=-=----
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tions is pa.rt of the ce.ttse of the failure of social rela-
t- i ons . Until the schools g ive more attention to the ce-
vel o~-:ment of ,socia l competence than }·;as ever been g iven 
in the history of our country, there can be little hope 
for finding tho se persona l disc i~!line s that ;:: re necess :::ory 
for co-o1::::era tive b ehavi or in an indLJstri e l society , a 
Q~emocrR t -'c n~t~ on ~na" ~ ""O'~"la- ora~,:,., 11 1/ 1- -· J_ c... j_ -' :j. J. CL ·:: - - . • :- • ::::,; 
1. ~-Iockmuth, ~!!:2.rie, Sne ech and Society, The nulletin of the 
1Tational Association of Secondc-ry School Princi~)al s, 17ol . 
22 , January 1948, JJumber 1 51. 
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EXHIBITS 
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F'igure 1 
Winchester High School is planninG to introduce a division in Speech Education 
this co_ming fall. This new unit will offer courses as part of the regular 
curriculum and .each course, as part of the regular school work, will carry credit 
for gr a-duation. 
Two ~''piil..ot11 ' ?or experimental ~ colirses will be instituted during the l ast half of 
this school year., The full program will begin operation in September, 1949 if 
interest on the part of the students warrants. 
The regular prozram will cons i st of the following: 
1. Required course for all Sophomores. 
2. Elective course for Juniors with emphasis on formal speech; debate, 
discussi'on, dramatics and radio. 
3. Adllanced course ( elective with approval) for Seniors with some special ... 
iz ation in one of the three phases of the program 
(a) Speech (b) Dramatics (c) Radio 
The "pilot" courses for February are: 
1. A Sophomore division of 15 .students meeting 2 :r:sriods a week and granting 
1 point credit. This will be a course in general fund. :::mentals of speech. 
2. A Junior-Senior division of 15 students meeting 2 pe r::..cd::.; a week and 
granting l point credit. This course is designed for those interested 
students who aro scholastically secure and have available time" This 
course will include many different phases of speech and its related fields, 
such .as dramatics and radio. 
The following questions should be read and ansvrered carefully. Your cooperation 
will matoria1ly help in formulating final plans. 
Name Home Room Grade 
-------------------------------- ------------ -------------------
Ie General information; 
1. Do you consider a speech division a desirable additiqn to the :ptresent 
curriculum? 
Yes No 
-------- -------------
2. Vfould you prefer - (check one) 
a. 3 periods a week for 20 weeks 
----bo 2 periods a week. for full year 
----
3. In the space provided indicate your degree of preference for these items 
that are directly or indirectly assoc i ate d with this new program • 
Mark with e. l if you have a decided interest 
II II II 2 II 
" 
II ,, an average interest 
" " 
II 3 II " " 
II a fair interest 
It 
" 
, 
0 " u II 11 no interest 
Basic speech (voice, poi·se, diction, mechanics, etc.) 
Advance speech (types of speech, organization, presentation, etc.) 
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Dramatics __ Acting _ Writing __ Producing __ Stage crew 
__ Makeup _others (write in here - ------
Radio _Acting _Vfriting _Producing _Sound effects 
1Iusic 
---
Technical Others (write in) 
Debating 
Prize Speaking 
Forums 
Oral readings ru1d interpretations Prose __ Poetry 
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Corrective speech (Study and aid for those with basic speech difficulties) 
Others (write in here) 
II. Questions re garding the February courses-
Note: This information is not binding on either pa.rty, the school or the 
student. It will be a definite aid in working our a satisfactory 
experimental program. 
la: If you are interested in the Sophomore course check here 
11 11 11 11 11 11 Junior-Senior course check ';'"'h_e_r_e _____ _ 
2. Indic ate below the periods ;>rou have avail able for the courses you checked 
in question #1. 
III. 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Please answer if you are a Senior or Junior with a schedule that makes 
the election of a course in speech impossible at this time~ 
Would you if circumstances permitted, be intereste-d in an advanced course 
(elective) in Speech, Radio and Dramatics to be offered on the Junior 
and Senior level? 
The space below is provided for any individual comments you care to make. 
Please do not hesitate to offer any sincere suggestions as the cooperative 
exchange of ideas between students and faculty can be extremely h~1pful •. 
Use additional sheet of paper if necessary. 
Figure ·2 
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Figure 5 
Desirable Aids for the Spe ech Teacher 
1. Record pl ayer ~ 3 s peeds (33 1/3 - 45 - 78 RH. ) 
2. Radio (AH & Ff,:r) 
3 . Record cut ter - 2 speeds ( 33 1/3 - 78 RPM) 
4. Plastic coated paper b as e records for recording 
voices. 
student' s l 
5. Tape recorder and spare tapes 
6 . A good microphone 
7. A collection of records for classroom use 
8. At least one good scientific chart showing speech mech-
anism. 
9. Motion pictures and film strips that illustrate 
desirable speech habits or techniques. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
10. A reference shelf of better books in the field of s peech. ! 
I 
11. A constant lookout for new devices that could be utilized! 
for speech. 
12. The development of origina l ideas and devices. 
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.F'igure 6 
SPEECH CRITICISM FORM l/ 
Speech Content and Form 
Selection of Subject 
Development of Subject 
Organization 
Use of Language 
Delivery 
Bodily Activity 
Posture 
Gesture 
Movement 
Personal Appearance 
Voice 
Pitch 
Time 
Foree 
Quality 
Pron unciation 
Articulation 
Corrnnuuication with 
the Audience 
Improvement Shovrn: 
l 2 3 4 Add. Corrnnents 
You Need to Concentrate on: 
Note : Numbers indicate: (1) Very good , (2) Good, (3) Fair , 
(4) Unsatisfactory. 
1/Ehrensberger , Ray and Pagel , El a ine, Notebook for Public 
Speaking, Prentic- Hall, Inc., 1946 
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SPEECH CLASS SPEAKERS RATING CARD 1/ 
Speaker ______________________ _ Subject. ________________ ___ 
Date ________________ _ 
The listener should be fair and honest in ranking each 
speaker. He should make only such comments which he feels 
will help the speaker the most. This criticism card should 
be unsigned (unless requested otherwise) and given to the 
speaker at the end of the class hour. (Place a circle around 
the proper number: 1-poor; 2-fair; 3-adequate; 4-good; 5-very 
good; 6-excellent.) 
1 - Choice of subject 
2 - Preparation 
. 1 3 - Support of main points 
I 
4 - Effective organization 
5 - Language expression 
6 - Communicat~ve spirit 
7 - Posture 
8 - Lively, animated delivery 
9 - Vocal life and color 
10 - Thought progression 
11 - Originality & invention 
12 - Enthusiasm 
13 - Of interest to audience 
14 - Sincerity 
15- Personality projection 
Main Virtue: 
Main Defect : 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
2 3 4 5 6 
l/ Buehler, E.c., Outline of Suggestions for High School 
Teachers of Speech and Oral English, The Allen Press, Lat~ence, 
Kansas, 1949 
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SPEECH APPRAISAL 1/ 
The student listener should conscientiously complete this 
form, and hand it to the instructor to study before he gives 
it to the speaker. 
SPEAiiliR ________________ _ SUBJECT ______________ __ 
Date 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1. Introduction 
2. Clarity of purpose 
3. Choice of words 
4. Bodily act. - gest. - posture 
5. Eye ~contact & facial express. 
6. Vocal expression 
7. Desire to be understood 
s. Po±se and self-control 
9. Adapting material to aud. 
10. Organi zati on of material 
11. Conclusion 
Numbers indicate: 
1. Poor 4. Fair 7. Very good 
2. Very weak 5 . Adequate 8. Excellent 
3 . Weak 6. Good 9 . Super ior 
Note: In a normal printed sheet space would be provided 
after each of ·the above to V;Tite comments. 
11 Carlile, Clark, s., 38 Basic Speech Experiences, Idaho 
State College Bookst~e, 1948 
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COLLEGS PREPiul.ATORY COURSE 
First Year Subjects Periods Second Yea1~ Subjects 
bnglish I 5 
AlGebra 5 
Ancient History or Civics 5 
Physical Education 2 
~lective s on page 5 
Third Year .~ubjecta> 
English II 
Geometry 
Physical Education 
Speech ·r 
Electives on page 5 
Fourth Year Subjects 
Periods 
5 
5 
2 
English III 
Physical :Gducation 
Electives on paGe 5 
5 
2 
Engli-sh ·IV 5 
Americ.:m~ ·History and Ci vies 5 
Physical Education 2 
First !~ Subjects 
li;ng::..ish I 
13usi:.J.es~:3 Ari tlm1etic 
Genr:n·al Science 
Civics 
Physical Educat:.on 
El ectives on pa;;e 5 
Third Year· Subjects 
El ectives on page 5 
DUG INI~SS COtmSE 
Periods Second Year Subjects 
5 Enelish II 
5 Stenocraphy I 
5 Typewriting I _ 
5 Physical Bducation 
2 Speech I 
Electives on page 5 
· Fourth Year Subjects 
. -
5 Enclish IV 
and Civics5 
English III 
American History 
Typewri t:Lnc; II 
Physical Educ.::.tion 
Office Practice 
Physical Education 
Electives on page 5 
First Year Subjects 
English :r 
Genc~ral Sci ence 
Civics 
Physical i£ducotj_on 
Electi VOS Oil page 5 
Third Year Subjects 
English III 
American History and 
Physical Education 
Electives on page 5 
5 
2 Electives on page 5 
GElrE::?.I\.1 COURSE 
Periods Second Year S1ilij ecta 
5 
5 
r' 
'.) 
2 
5 
Civics) 
2 
English II 
Mo~ern European History 
Physical Education 
Speech I 
Electives on page 5 
English IV 
ProblGms of Democracy 
Physical Educat:Lon 
Electives on page 5 
Pe:ciods 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
5 
5 
2 
Periods 
5 
s 
2 
2 
s 
5 
2 
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ELECTIVE SUBJECTS 
Periods Sue;gested Years 
Latin I 5 9 
Latin II 5 10 
Latin III 5 ll 
Latin IV 5 12. 
French I 5 10 
Fr ench II 5 l l 
French III 5 12. 
Spanish I 5 10 
Spanish II 5 11 
Spanish III 5 12 
Gener al Science 5 9 
Biol ogy 5 10 
Aeronautical Science 5 10 
Chemistry 5 ll 
Physics r::: 12 
./ 
Algebra 5 9 
Geometry 5 10 
l.iathematics III 5 ll 
Mathematics IV r> :J 12 
Ancient History 5 9 
Uoder n European History 5 10 
Problems of Democracy 5 12 
Geography 5 11 
Boolckeepinb I 5 ll 
Bookkeeping II 5 12. 
Type111Ti ting I 5 10 
Typewriting II r' ll ~ 
_ Stenography I 5 10 
Stenography II 5 11 
Secr etarial Training 5 12. 
Art 2 to 5 9, 10, 11, 12 
Crafts 2. to 5 9, 10, 11 , 12: 
Foods 5 9 
Clothing 5 10, 11, 12. 
Home Nursi ng 2 11, 12. 
Band 3 9, 10, 11, . 12. 
9rchestra 2_ 9, 10, 11, 12. 
General Chorus 2 9, 10, 11, 1 2. 
Glee Cluh (boys , girls , mixed) 2 9; 10; 11, 12 
Uechanical Drawing 2 to 5 9, 10, 11, 12 
Printing 2 to r' 9, 10, 11, l2 ;) 
Vfoodworl:ing 2 to r' 9, 10, 11, 12 :J 
Speech II 2.. ll 
Speech III 2 12. 
Each pupil should el ect enouch peri ods of work from the above list of sub-
j ects to- make up a progr<JJ:J. of a minimum of 20 periods a week and a maximum 
of 25 per iods a week • . Only the superior pupil can successfully and satis-
factorily handle more than 26 periods of ·work each week. -
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5. 
THE SPEECH ARTS 
11He speak a hundred t imes f or ev ery once vre l'n'i te . 11-- George Herbert Palner 
It is b ecomi ng increasingly evi dent t hat there is a place in t he general 
education of all .Ame:c-ican youth for t he study of speech. Tl-;e r ecently con-
cluded struGgle of vrorl d powers has cr:1phasizcd the ir.1portance oi' t he art of 
co::l.;:lunica:Lion in a fl'(Je and dernoc:c.:ttic society . The recoc;nj.tion of this 
serious r e spons i bili ty has J.ed to the fornati on of a speec~1 eli vision as a 
unit of t he Engl:i.sh Depal' t r.wnt. I t is the aii.l of this division to offer three 
courses ·whi ch will w:;e t the needs of all of the studcmts . Hich ;'Jchool 
students need thcce ',x,sic sldlls and they s hould stand th8nl in good stead 
throughout tl1eir li vcs . 
In addition to the for cal cla:.>ocs liP-fted and descri'.Jed below, Ymrk in 
extracurricular acti vitiec closely allied v:i th speech ·will be even mqre 
carefully correlated . These ai.'e (1) 'I'he Dramati.cs Club, (2) 'i'he Radio Horksl 10p . 
It is also hoped that a debatint: society and :)rize speaking exhibi t:l.on . may 
be adclecl soon . · 
SPEECH I ( required f .or all Sop!10mores ) 
This course deals with t~1e 0 asic elements of speech such as breathing , 
pos t ure, d i ction , voice control , and the general rules of ~;ood speech . I t is 
desigued to develop the Student I S COnfidence in hiS OVm ability Which in 
turn help;:; to increase poi.se and broaden personality. The course content i s 
considered essential for all students and it al so .fur nishes the necessi}I'Y 
foundation for continued v10rk in the Speech Arts .• 
SPEECH II ( elective for Juniors) 
The students in this cour se approach spe 1':ch f;ror:~ an a(.'.vanccd viewpoint. 
The prc~)aration, organi zat:Lon , su'ost<mce and Jelivery of various ty~)es of 
speeches are cove::.'ed in detail. Thc3~c include speeches of introduction, 
demonstration,, pr esentation, infor:,ation , ex.;::,lanation, a~1d persuasion. This 
unit also has brief units of special speech sJ:il1s such as d.scussion c r oups , 
debate , parliru::.entary procedv.re , drama, anc;. ro.dio . 
GPEtCH III ( el•.}cti vc , '\Tl t:.1 a);:woval of botl1 English ~:ud Speech instructors , 
for Seniors ) 
This is dci':Lni t cly i n ad.vancod course . The co"clrse sects to devel op 
further abi.1i ty in o. selected zY'oup of students . These stu.d.cmts shoul d h ave 
a s:L:1cere intered Ln t his :field with a SI)ecifj_c c,:Lm in mind. Each i ndi vidLB. l 
should choose an arc;a ::'or special attention, such as radi o, f'orr.1al public 
speakin::; , disc,Jssion, or t he theatre . All students v.rill r eceive wor k of .an 
advanced nature in the va;r:Lous :fields of speech v:j_th special attention given 
to each in the area they select fo r conc entr ation. 
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